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ABSTRACT 

Cognitive psychology research supports the notion that experts use mental frameworks or 

-schemes". both to organize knowledge in memory and h r  resolving clinical problems, 

The two main research questions to be addressed are as hllows. Do students who utilize 

"schemes" for learning and solving clinical problems perform better in examinations than 

students who use other strategies? Do the standard five-option kiultiple-choice. 

Extended-matching and Elimination-type questions elicit a measurable difference in the 

utiIimtion of "schemes"'? Think-aloud protocols were collected to determine the problem 

solving strategy used by experts and non-experts in answering Gastroenterology 

questions. The results indicate a clear correlation between problem solving strategy. and 

specitically "scheme" utilization. and examination success. The three examination 

tbrmats did not ditTer in eliciting "scheme" utilization. These results support the strength 

of teaching "schemes" as an educational strategy to be incorporated in the University of 

Calgary "Clinical Presentation" curriculum. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

TII~ University of Calgary embarked on a process of curricular renewal between 

1988 and 1991. at which point the "Clinical Presentation" curriculum was introduced I .  

This pedagogue encourages the use of "schemes" that provide lemers with both 

frameworks upon which knowledge can be built. as well as a starting point for 

apprclxhiny and resoIving clinical probloms, The use of schemes is consistent with 

thcorics of how medica1 experts store knowledge, i.e.. in the form of 'semantic 

networks" '. Schemes. as used in tht: Clinical Presentation cunicuiurn. divide diagnoses 

into Iagc groups (or ..small worlds" '1. which are Further subdivided into progressively 

smaller catcyurir.sJ. Examples of such schemes for the clinical presentation of dysphagia 

and acute renal failure are presented in A and B, respectively. 

-the main research question to be addressed concerns the utilization of schemes by 

medical stud en^ and experts. Do students who utilize schemes for learning and solving 

clinical problems perform better in examinations than students who use other strategies? 

Do the standard tivrup [ion hIultiplechoice. Extended-matching and Elimination-ty pe 

questions elicit a measurable di tTerence in the utilization of schemes'? Before proceeding. 

dctinitions and explanations of the relevant terminology used require etabontion. As 

well. sonlc of the background for the project, which specitically t'ocuszs on the area of 

c tinicnl reasoning in medicine. nerds to be amplified. Although schemes are central to the 

research question. the god of medical education is learning and the demonstration of 

brhaviorai changes by students ot- having acquired co~nitive. psychomotor and 

professionai behavior skills that ultimately are expected of competent physicians. For the 



students to reach that goal. they must have the skills defined. experiences provided that 

prornotc acquisitions of those skills. and then be assessed by evaluation tools that provide 

feedback that they have accomplished their objectives. Consistent with this notion that 

the pillars of education arc curriculum. learning experiences and evaluation '. this 

dissertation will detail a cumculum based on clinical presentations. learning experiences 

t'oundcd on organizational schemes. and evaluation tools consistent with both curriculum 

and lraming experiences. 

.-\I Schcmcs: Definition and Their Integration into the Clinical Presentations Curriculum 

I )  Detinition of 3 "scheme" 

Clinical reasoning in medicine is the central area of focus of this paper. and 

speciticalIy, the concept of scheme utilization by medical students and experts in clinical 

wtlsoning. What is the meaning of "scheme"? 

The term "schemata" has been used over many decades in cognitive psychology. 

dating back to the 1920s and Piaget's landmark writings. Given the longevity of the term. 

it is not surprising that over time. the usage and definitions of the term have proliferated. 

Fundamentally. schemata, as viewed by West "an be divided into hvo broad categories: 

i) Data shrm~rtu: used tbr data storage and retr ied in "bundIes" of information. 

i i )  Prr~ccrs.~ .s~.hcnotu: used in active procedures of processing and organizing 

intbrn~ation. 

Data schemata represent the knowledge -of or about" a certain disease or 

syndrome. while process schemata represent "how" to use data schemata in executing a 



?, 
d. 

ciinical task. Tho concept ot.'intbrmation bundling present in the above detinition of data 

schemata is an important one. as it allows for efficient storage of information in memory. 

Bundling o f  knowledge into memory can be equated to the technique of information 

chunliinlr. b Chunking is an important process schemata, used increasingly with expertise. 

which can serve the dual purpose of efficient storage of knowledge into memory in 

discrete packcts, while also neatly separating categories of diagnoses tbr active problem 

solving. 

Ttw term "scheme" or "schemes" is used in this thesis as the anglicized form of 

"schema" or "schemata". and is an artempt to put into writing the cognitive processes 

involved in information bundling (data schemata) and diagnostic chmking (process 

schematal. The "scheme- is written in essence to recreate. on paper. the major divisions 

(or chunks) used by clinicians. typically of increasing expertise. to both store their 

knowledge into memory and soIve problems. Therefore. the scheme incorporates some 

elements of both data and process. and can exert two potential functions. which are first 

to organize information (data schemata) and second to process information (process 

schemata). The second f ic t ion  of schemes. used in the clinical setting to solve problems 

is perhaps the function that is first thought of when discussing the utility of these 

scl~emcs. When faced with a, chnical presentation (detined as the "common and important 

ways in which a person. group of people. community or population present to a 

physician.3 ' such as chest pain. for empIe. a medical problem solver may use a 

scheme or process schemata to arrive at a solution for the probIem. In this sense, a 

scheme is analogous to an "approach'. or -algorithm". With expertise. schemes become 
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very tightly organized and stKciently sorted through by key medical tindings. a point that 

will be revisited later (an example o f a  scheme for the clinical presentation 'dysphagia' is 

provided in Appendix A). [t is important to note the evidence that shows that for schemes 

to be used in solving clinical probiems. they must be an integral part of the learning 

process. Unless schemes have been previously utilized as organizing scatblding tbr 

information prior to learning. students resist using them for problem solving7. A summary 

definition of schemes. which incorporates their two potential functions of information 

organization and problem soIving. is found in a paper by Mandin ttt a1 ': " the term 

schcme is a mental categorization of knowledge that includes n particular organized way 

of undcrstanding and responding to a complex situation". 

This distinction bet\vt.cn medicat knowledge organization in memop and 

practical diagnostic problem solving has also been made by Bordage ! and has important 

implications for education. Schcrnes are organizational structures to aid representation of 

knowlt.dst. in memory. and arc aiso processing structures to solve problems. These 

functions are more likely used in conjunction with one another. especially in expert 

problem solvers (the imponance of scheme use in expert problem solving will be re- 

visited later). If the problem solver is a non-expert. the possibility exists that use of 

schemes is made in aid of knowledge organization. but not necessarily in practice, to 

solve clinical problems. The imponance of this dicltotomy lies in undergraduate 

education. where the argument can be made that the primary purpose of encouraging the 

use of a scheme is not to turn these students into expert problem solvers. but rather to 

help them solidit'y and organize knowledge in memory. 



[ I )  Overview of the Clinical Presentations Curricuium 

In thc last section. we defined the term scheme. which is a central feature of the 

main research question in this thesis. However. schemes remain an educational tool. 

which are utilized for learning the Clinical Presentation curriculum. which we have 

adopted in Calgary. Therefore. before proceeding any further into exploring the main 

research question of schsrne utilimtion in experts and non-experts. it is important to 

discuss the Clinical Presentations curricuIum. and the cognitive psychology principles 

that underjic: this curriculum. 

The curriculun~ at the University ot' Calgary was organized around 125 +I- 5 

clinical presentations. a number felt to represent the tinite: totality of medical disease 

manikstations Other medical schools have in fact adopted n similar curriculum '-"). 

The strongest arguments for organizing the curricuium in this manner originated from 

ideas promoted by LaDuca. The core of professionaIs' practical knorvlcdge constitutes 

their capacity to identify a job to be done. to know how to go about doing it. and co 

recognize when it has been done appropriately. LaDuca promoted the assembly of 

knowledge databases that reiy on descriptions of professionals' activity. with emphasis 

I I on pertormanct: in the contest of professional situations . In other words. curricular 

content should be derived from an anaigsis of the situations deemed to comprise the 

profession's domain. Thereafter. the knowledge essential tbr safe practice nerds to be 

defined by analysis of the professional situations constituting the practice model. In 

essence, this is how the Clinical Presentation curricuIurn was constructed, 
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In the construction of this curricuIurn. the writing of curricular objectives by 

t'aculty experts uncovered the manner in which the knowledge was organized in the 

memory of these experts. which in turn Ird to the identification of schemes. A scheme 

was attached to virtually all clinical presentations. [f a scheme did not spontaneously 

become evident as the organizing scat'folding tbr the written objectives. faculty were 

requested to construct a scheme. What was provided served as starting points around 

which students were to organize their knowledge related to clinical presentations. These 

schemcs wen. only stnning points. since students received strong recommendations to 

modify or person~lizt' these sch~rnrs. These moditicntions arc in keeping with the modes 

of learning nhich h't.sth calls assimilarion or mning. Students can certainly create their 

own schemes. however there are some dangers associated with this. Firstly. it is more 

dillicult tior a non-espert to distinguish truly key items leading to simplilYed schemes: this 

distinction of crucial features comes with expertise. Secondly. if students create Ijult); 

schemes. then subsequent muditications of these erroneous schemes will not be as 

straightlorward as assimilation or tuning, but would involve the sccommodntion mode of 

learning. a much more signiticant and challenging remgement  of knowledge. The 

natural t i t  between the Clinicai Presentations curriculum and the educational too! of 

schemes is one reason for its adoption. The strength of schemes as an instructional 

strategy will be discussed further in the next section (section B). Another important 

reason fur the Clinical Presentation curricuIum is that it adheres to other important 

cognitive psychoIogy principles. which wilt now be presented. 



111) The Cocnitive Psvcholoav Uncierlvinrr the CIinica1 Prcsentotion Curriculum 

The evolution of curricufa in recent years. and specifically the advent of Problem- 

Based Learning (PBL). h i  occurred in response to a number of developments in the 

cognitive psychology field. PBL was in k t  tbunded on essentially five sound principles 

of cognitive psychology'~ which are important in any curriculum and certainly are 

incorporated into our Clinical Presentation curriculum: 

i )  Knuwledge is structured into semantic networks 

ii) Learning is imprrrvkd when prior knowledge is activated. 

iii) Eiabontion of study material enhances memory retrieval. 

i v )  Context speciticity enhances memory retrieval. 

V) Intrinsic motivation improves achievement. 

Thcsc principles essentiaily are aimed at improving the organization. storage and 

retrieval of informadun in human memory. This is important given the evolution of 

cagnitive psychology away from seeing expertise as the retinement o f a  generic problem 

solving technique (a movement promored by PBL). towards seeing expertise as highly 

knclrvkdge dcpendsnt. and thus relying on the development of the "expert memory". 

Thus. becoming an expert requires the acquisition and organization of knowledge in an 

area. anti nut acquisition of a grnrnl problem solving process. Support for this is 

provided in part by the concept of case specificity '' that sees problem solving as highly 

case-dependent. Success in solving one probiem. even in the context of a specific 

specialtv. does not guarantee success in mother case. given that successtL1 resolution of a 

probkm is knowtedgedependent. Having said this. no study has been able to show a 
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positive correlation between knowledge and the ability to solve a particular problem'"-''. 

These papers suggest that undefined factors other than quantity of knowledge may be 

involved in the phenomenon of case specificity. and perhaps this is knowledge 

organization or mastery. Therefore. the principles of cognitive psychology discussed in 

the next pages will focus on memory. with semantic networks being the way we organize 

our memory. activating prior knohledge helping with storage into memory. while 

elaboration of information and context specificity aid in retrieval of informntion fmm 

memon;. 

IV) Organization of bternurv into Semantic Networks 

The first important conccpt from cognitive psyhology is that of the semantic 

network. detined as "meaningful sets of connections among abstract concepts and/or 

specific experiences" '.fhis network is how we organize our knowledge into long-term 

memory. This concept is similar to the previous discussion surrounding the definition of 

schemes. with the addition of more personal experiences to the concept. In defining 

schemes. the process schemata of chunking was introduced, a technique by which expens 

organize their memory into information bundles. which is useful for both structuring data 

as well s problem solving. The chunking of large amounts of intbrmation essentially 

forms the scaffolding of the semantic networks. onto which specitic details of 

information (i.e. data schernatz! or experiences can be added. The evolution of these 

netbvorks from their chaotic nature in novices to their highly structured form in experts 

relies on the addition of inhrmation and experiences with significant meaning to that 

individual. Therefore. each individual's semantic network around a given topic is unique. 
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varied in its structure and orsanization depending on level of expertise. and deeply 

dependent on a person's experiences. opinions and ideas. [ncreasing experience fine- 

tunes these networks. which in turn have been demonstrated to be stronger in the more 

7.1h.17 accurate diagnosticians. 

The key implication of this concept is that for a medical student to start forming 

these networks. subject matter must be menningful. and thus relate directly to patients. 

Subjects such as basic sciences taught in isolation of patient cases. as done in some 

triditional curricula may not have meaning to a student and therefore have the potential 

to be unhelpful and forgotten by their inability to enter a semantic network. Therefore. 

the basic sciences shouId be incorporated into problem solving of real cases in order for 

them to be both more etTectivefy remembered, and to enhance the comprehension of 

clinical medicine. A Clinical Presentations curriculum. by putting the main tbcus onto 

real patients and how they actuaily present to physicians. creates intrinsic meaning into 

the prognm and therefore satisties the principles behind the semantic network concept. 

V) Information Stoner into Merntlrv: the Activation of Prior Knowledge 

The second cognitive psychology concept is that of activation of prior 

knowledge. which is imponant in determining storage of information into memory. I t  is 

well described in the educational literature that the superior ability of some peupIr to 

remember texts is likely on the basis of activation of specitic preexisting structures in 

that individual's memory. For written te-uts. comprehension is hypothesized to involve 

interactions between prior knowledge and the information in the text '"'". Said athenvise- 

this concept views learning not as the filling of m "empty cup'-. but rather that learning 
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involves active thinking and constant restructuring of information. This restructuring 

occurs on a foundation of prior knowledge. i\hich in essence predetermines the amount 

of new information that can be learned. This is a similar concept to west'sh assimilation 

and tuning modes of learning. which rue the easiest modes of learning in that they involve 

only minor restructuring of existing information. Activating of prior knowledge has been 

shown to improve medical student recall of infonation'". .A Clinical Prexnwtion 

curriculum. which structures a mixture o t' reaching formats. with both lectures covering 

key concepts and subsequent small groups aimed at discussing thcse concepts in the 

context of real cases. t'ultills the ps)chological requirement of activating prior knowledge 

to improve information storage. 

VI ) Information Rstrieval: EIaboration uf Knoi\ledee and Encoding Soeciticitv 

The next two concepts. elaboration of knotvledge and encoding speciticity. both 

aim to improve retrieval from memory. .Addins meaning. as previously discussed. is the 

other. perhaps most important component of improving retrieval tiom memory'. 

Elaboration of knowledge is Jetined I' as .- the process of adding lo the information being 

learned. or "adding related knowledge to the new knowledge". It implies repetition of 

information. and can be accomplished through writing notes. teaching peers and group 

discussion. It has the potential to promote redundancy in memory retrieval pathways. 

Encoding specificity also promotes retrieval tiom memory. The theory is that 

human memory works best when the conditions for retrieval from memory match the 

conditions for encoding. Encoding specificity has nc-o components. The first is context 

speciticity. which states that retrieval is improved if the subject is taught in the same 
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context as it will be subsequently used. The second is process speciticity. which states 

that how one stores information will be important for how it wiIl be retrieved. Therefore. 

with the small goup teaching found in a Clinical Presentation curriculum. elaboration of 

knowledge can take place. with encoding speciticity being satisfied by teaching around 

meaningful real clinical presentations and cases. As stated in Regehr's paper in cognitive 

psychology. forgetting is more likely a failure of retrieval of information rather than 

dccay in the information tnce in memory '. If tbrgetting is due to a failure of retrieval. or 

m inaccessibility of intbmation. then it stands to reason that mcmures aimed at the 

improvement of retrieval will be beneficial to promoting long-term memory. or learning. 

VII) I'hc Importancr. of Crcntine lnteresr in Education 

Tht: last principle relates to interest or episternic curiosity (i.e. intrinsic 

motivation). It is intuitively evident that the more a person is interested in the educational 

process. the more time will be invested in the process and hence in the end more 

knowledge should be retained in memory. This is a principle that is pervasive in the adult 

22.23 education literature . Adherence to the cognitive psychology principles outlined 

above should also lend to increased episternic curiosity ". The Clinical Presentation 

curriculum has adhered to the above principles and hence has been well received by the 

University of Calgary students. The students have shown a favorable response to 

schemes. as ~vell as decreased stress leveis md  improved. balanced workload over the 

>; ?f, 

previous curriculum.-- 

Theretbre. the University of C a l g q  had adopted the Clinical Presentation 

cumculum for a numbcr of reasons, including. as previously outlined the pivotal work 
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by DaLuca. as well as its adherence to the key cognitive psychology principles an which 

PBL was founded. The curriculum also fits well with usage of instmctional stnteyies 

such as teaching schemes for knowledge organization and problem solving. Therein Iies a 

major ditTercnce between PBL and the Clinical Presentations curriculum. The PBL 

founders assumed a generic problem solving process. which is not supported by cognitive 

psychology research. in that problem solving has been demonstrdted to be heaviIy 

content-specitic2'. Furthermore. the generic problem solving process tbstered by PBL is 

hypotheticu-deductive reasoning '"'. which the literature does not support as the expen 

problem solving method. The Clinical Presentation cumculum fosters schemes or 

tbmard reasoning strategies. which are the strategies used by experts in problem solving. 

The literature supporting this latter view will now be presented in the following section. 

B) The Strencth ot'Usinc Schemes in Knowledge Structurinr! and Problem SoIvinq 

The preceding has provided the basic definition of a scheme. as we{\ as 

presented the rationale for the Clinical Presentations curriculum. and suggested the 

incorporation of teaching schemes into the curriculum as a potentially powerf'ul 

instructional method. From this. is it now possible to make a case that schemes are a 

strong method of problem solving. that experts use schemes. and thus there is ample 

justitication for the presentation of schemes as powert'ul educational tools? The search for 

such answers necessitates that the evolution of theories in expert probiem soIving be 

traced. starting with the hypothetico-deductive theory (backward reasoning). to fonvard 

reasoning. schemes and "small worl&'. and finally pattern recognition. 
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I)  Ex~ert  Problem Solving: Hv~othetico-deductive Reasoninq 

Initially. problem soIving by expert physicians was assumed to proceed in a to- 

and-fro fashion known as hypothetico-deductive reasoning3 or "search-and-scan" 

problem solving (see bppendix B tbr examples of the three major reasoning strategies). 

tn this method- a hypothesis. defined as a "verbal statement about a situation that may be 

either true or false". "' is tested and modified based on outcome o f  various tests including 

the history and physical examination. This method was long considered the sole method 

for solving problems. The initial notion in favor of this approach was the fact that 

hypothetico-deductiw reasoning was the major process used by the scientitic cornmunit! 

for basic research. From this. the method became known as the "scientitic metho&. From 

its inthncy with the famous mathematician Polya and psychologist Piaget. the theory was 

applicd to medical education through the work. amongst orhm. of Elstrin et a1 IV. They 

demonstrated that physicians. very eariy in patient encounters. generate hypotheses that 

lead to the subsequent generation of data. Kzsirer also supported this notion of problem 

solving in an w i d e  describing a teaching rnethodoiogy" aimed ar practicing the 

hypotheses-driven method of probiem solving. As he describes it. this teaching method is 

based on the method "that physicians actually employ in practice". [n this articie. 

Kassirer describes the hypotheticodeductive method as a concept supported extensively 

by research in cognitive psychology, essentially citing Newel1 and Simon's work (1972) 

done in the context of artificial intelligence. Other work in this area. done by Neufeld et 

a1 ( I98 I ) '' describes the diagnostic hypotheses advanced early in the patient encounter as 
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a "central feature of clinical problem-solving". not only of physicians but also of medical 

students. 

[ I )  The Challenge to the Hvuothetico-deductive Model of Reasonin5 

More recently. cognitive psychologists have questioned the assumption that this 

'-scientitic method" of clinical reasoning is the only strategy used by medical experts to 

solve problems. One of the first and most important studies questioning the assumptions 

surrounding hypothetico-tleductive reasoning was the work of Chase and Simon who 

repeated md expanded upon previous work by De Groot. They principally examined 

espert chess players' memw for chess positions. as compared to novices 3'.~hase and 

Simon's work on chess experts led to conclusions principally on knowledge 

rcprcsclntation b! experts. They found that experts used more complex knowledge 

structure than novices did. with more et'ficient encoding and "chunking" of information. 

The cvidence for such chunking has been reproduced in the domains of algebra. as well 

as physics". contnp to the work of Neufeld. this data suggests that there are 

fundumcntal ditlkrences between experts and novices. in these studies. the concept of 

chunkins predominates. a concept that is also described by West et a t  as an important 

orynnimtional strategy aimed at better management of data. In essence. chunking is a 

process schemata. analogous to our definition of schemes. suggesting that experts may in 

fact use these advanced organizational strategies and do so more readily than novices. 

Di tTerences between experts and novices with regards to chunking have also been 

demonstrated in medical studies. In a paper published in 1986. Patel ct a1 " demonstrated 

that with simple recall of propositions (i-e. verbal structures that demonstrate chunking) 
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experts and novices are very similar. However. when analyzing the number of inferences 

(i-e. number of tra~stbrmations of the text. which requires a higher cognitive level) made 

on typical cases. it appears that the experts made much more inferences of high relevance 

propositions. and much less inferences on low relevance propositions. Therefore. while 

the chess studies demonstrated evidence for chunking as a memory organizational 

method, this study supports the notion that experts use chunking as a problem solving 

process. by actively searching for key pieces of intbrmation. and likewise filtering out 

irrelevant pieces of information. in order to efTectively chunk in or out potential 

diagnostic groups. .As with the chess studies. ditlkrences between experts and non-expens 

in both critical cue recall and diagnostic accuracy become less evident when intbrrnrttion 

is prescntrd in an unstructured manner "'. 

Grant and Marsden also found ditkrences in the structure of expert memory. In 

their paper.?h the term "forceful feature" is described. and detined as " personally 

important pieces of information that act as a key to particular memory structures which in 

turn pive rise to the clinical interpretation." These forceful features are therefore clinical 

data that "forced the diagnostician towards a diagnosis. and thus are somewhat 

analogous to the critical cues described in the previous study. which serve a potential 

chunking role. These authors tbund no differences in overall numbers of diagnoses or 

forceful features between non-experts and experts. but did tind impomnt dityerences in 

the actual nature of these differential diagnoses and forceful features. This also 

corroborates the notion of ditterences in expen and non-expen interpretation of clinical 

data. 
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Similarly. Joseph and Patel " demonstrated expert use of chunking for memory 

organization and problem solving in a 1990 paper. These authors confirmed that overaI1, 

experts and non-experts select the same amount of cues from a text, but that experts Focus 

more on critical information than non-experts do. This study. however. looked at two 

different aspects of the problem solution. Firstly. they examined the generation of links 

between cucs. and found that experts generated both a greater number of links as well as 

more specikic \inks to relate cues. including linking of criticat and relevant cues. 

Secondly. the experts started generating their hypotheses earlier and stopped generating 

hypotheses earlier than the non-experts did. This implies that expert physicians proceed. 

tiom a set of initial hy potheses. to systematically narrow uncertainty. while non-expert 

subjects increclsed uncertainty as they progressed. 

111) Thc Move to Fonvard Reasoning and Small Worlds 

The evidence thus far presented opens the door to viewing expert problem solving 

in a ditrerent light than the traditional hypothetico-deductive method of reasoning. 

Hypotheticodeductive reasoning is a strategy for eliminating hypotheses one by one that 

can be seen as potentially inefficient in clinical medicine. By its to-and-fro nature of 

constantl~ returning to the initial problem to test a new hypothesis. hypotheticodeductive 

reasoning has also been dubbed "backward reasoning". This method is not only an 

inetlicient way of problem solving. it also does not yield a useful way of organizing 

knowiedge into memory. Furthermore, there is evidence suggesting an increased 

tendency to generate errors when using this method '8. We have previously seen that in 

both medicine and other tields. experts do reason ditr'erently thm non-expens. and rely 
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on chunking of information for knowledge representation. as well as problem solvinz. by 

relying on critical pieces of information to separate chunks of diagnostic possibilities. In 

addition. the last paper shows us that experts seem to proceed from a set of initid 

hypotheses. and systernaticaIly eliminate these hypotheses by using critical cues and 

specific links. This is the type of "tbnvard reasoning" that has been attributed to expen 

reasoning by many authors. having been described in both medical and non-medical 

literature. Larkin et al'" refer to this method in a study assessing the solution of problems 

by expert and novice physicists. They found that while expens used the given quantities 

of a problem and muvtrci fonvard to its solution. the novices moved from proposed 

solutions to the probttm kick to the given quantities (i.e, hypothetico-deductive 

reasoning). Joseph and Patei. in the paper presented above. refer to the "ttvo-step 

framework" of solving clinical problems. which retlects this forward reaoning 

hypothesis. Grceno and sirnun" also suygst chat experts use the given data to move 

tbrward towards 3 conclusion. an approach requiring small manageable sets of 

information that can be readily accessed. Similar conclusions have been drawn in medical 

studies where protocols of cardiologists explaining a case of bacterial endocardids '"ave 

yielded evidence to suggest the use of predetermined rules to draw conclusions from the 

cues in the case. This is especially true for easier cases. For more compiicated cases. 

experts may use more of the biomedical knowledge underlying these rules. with the 

addition of methods more consistent with backward reasoning ". In a review ot'a number 

of their own experiments. Patel et aI reiterate their conclusions that expertise in medicine 
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implies preponderance of forward reasoning.'"irh backward reasoning existing as a 

method used by novices or occasionally experts in complicated cases. 

Ncwell ;' provides hnher elaboration on this issue by dividing problem solving 

techniques into two broad categories: wmk and strong methods. We& methods are 

rrnenI rrasoning stntegies that can be applied in situations where the knowiedge base is - 
lacking, Thcse weak methods are used chancteristically by novices. and are generally 

inrt'frcient and frequently misleading strategies. In contrast. strong methods are those 

based un a sound knowledge base. and thus typically used by experts. These methods are 

mom cfticicnt and precise. As indicated in Groen and Patel's 1985 pape?O. hyputhetico- 

deductive reasoning is a tveak method of problem solving. which is used by experts only 

in ill-structured or ditficult problem solving situations ( i t .  when they can no longer 

behavc like experts). 

The most appropriate interpretation of information from the domain of cognitive 

psychulogy is that forward reasoning. including the notion of expert chunking and expert 

early presentation of hypotheses that are tested with precise. critical cues. is indeed a 

strong mcthod OF problem solving. Another strong methud of problem solving is "pattern 

recognition-. which is a means of reaching a diagnosis. typicaliy used by experts. 

involving mart rapid labeling of the condition based upon prior experience ". Kushniruk 

et at ' bas expressed Lmud reasoning in very elegant terms. They propose the .>mall 

worlds" t h e u ~  of expertise reasoning. which essentially summarizes the information 

reviewed above. The main points of this theory rue: 
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i )  Expert physicians organize their knowledge into subsets of logically 

related diseases (i-e. "small worlds") .is is analogous to the previously 

described chunking. 

i i )  These subsets are distinguished from one another by the presence or 

absence of limited key medicai findings. These critical cues, analogous to 

Gnnt's -'tbrceful have been shown to be clearly sought by 

experts in the process of problem solving. 

*. * 

111) For a given case. the expert physician can sf'ticiently recognize these key 

medical tindings and enter the appropriate "small world". 

This notion of "small worlds" exemplifies what we have described as "schemes". 

For extimple. for the clinical presentation -dysphagiaW. some experts will initially 

organize or "chunk'. diagnostic hypotheses into 'ompharyngeal dysphagia' (see 

.Appendix .A) or 'esophageal d>sphagias. The appropriate hypothesis set will be entered 

with one key piece of information. or proposition " do you have trouble swallowing the 

food or does the food stick after you swallow?- Assuming this is a case of esophageal 

dysphagia. two more small worlds or diagnostic hypothesis sets are created. i.e. motility 

or mechanical. which are again separated by one proposition *' is the trouble with solids 

alone or solids/liquids?" .4 few more questions would then narrow the options until a 

diagnosis is arrived. as presented in Appendix A. The creation of schemes. such as the 

one for dysphagia is based on sound cognitive psychology principles. which are in turn 

derived from cognitive psychology literature. It accurately retlects the tindings described 

in relation to how experts organize their memory. use chunking. forward reasoning. and 
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solve problems as described by Kushniruk. by dividing large domains into small worlds 

consisting of linked diagnostic hypothesis sets. Norman et al."' summarize the above 

discussion very well. They state that: "-experts 'cast a broad net' of initial diagnostic 

hypotheses- which captures all the signiticant values- and then use the relations among 

these variables. frequently complex. to arrive at a conclusion. The additional tests. when 

requcsttrd. are highly specitic to rule in or out a particular competitoi'. I t  is noteworthy 

that in this paper. a dramatic ditlierencc in expert vs. non-expert diagnostic accuracy 

(9196 vs. 25?6) was tbund. This superior diagnostic accuracy of experts. who presumablv 

used strong methods of problem solving to reach these diagnoses. led to our questioning 

the relationship between diagnostic success and the specific problem solving strategy 

used bv esperts and non-experts. This question thus became one of the main research 

goals of this project. 

V) L'sinc Schemes in hledical Education 

The studies cited above provide the rationale for the belief that schemes are 

important and potentially powerful teaching tools. However. although schemes are an 

attractive and sound way to organize information for students. a number of counter- 

arguments to their use can be made. For example. in reality there are certain cIinica1 

presentations (ex: chronic abdominai pain) for which a condensed and useful scheme is 

ditficult to find. Thus. this cIinical presentation. as well as others. remains without ideat 

organizational and problem solving schemes. Secondly. since learning styles differ. some 

students will benetit more from this stntegy than others wiII. Moreover. some students 

resist using schemes as a means of organizing learning. or will resist the suggested 
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scheme in preference to one created on their own- This latter form of resistance. the 

creation of personalized schemes. is one to be recommended and encouraged. It should 

be made clear to the students that expert schemes are only suggested schemes. They need 

to be encouraged to adapt or compIeteIy change these schemes and thus to render them 

more personal. In fact, remodeling of schemes to a more personal level addresses another 

concern raised against scheme use: the profound importance that experience play in the 

experts' memory and their clinical decision-making. If all experts used a similar scheme 

to solve a giben problem. one would expect considerable overlap in the tbrcefui features 

and the knowledge they use to solve probtems. To the contrary. two studies by Grant and 

khrxien'"" reveal an enormous variability between experts in the knowledge and 

forccful features used in clinical situations. This suggests that teaching schemes in a rigid 

fashion does not accurately retltxt the actual diversity present amongst experts in real 

pmctice. This diversity. essentially created by each individual's unique set of personal 

clinical experiences. leads to unique knowledge organization. unique schemes. and 

perhaps overriding of any scheme based on a given experience. As a consequence. the 

notion of a scheme needs to be tied in with Bordage's previously described concept of 

semantic networks" which are a set of connections between abstract concepts and clinical 

experiences. Schemes can address the rich network of knowledge held by experts. but do 

not account for the evolution of individual experiences which clinical practice layers onto 

the expert know ledge network. 

In summary. therefore. the cognitive psychology literature supports the use of 

schemes as a potentially usetirt way to provide a novice learner with the background 
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scat'folding of knorvledge used by experts. For schemes to achieve their tirll potential as a 

teaching method. they must be presented with enough flexibility to account for individual 

learning stvle variability. individual remodeling to a more personalized scheme. as well 

as eventual incorporation of clinical experiences into this network of knowledge. in 

keeping with the notion of semantic networks. 

C) Evaluation ble~hods and Their Sicniticance 

tlaving implemented a curriculum based on ciinical presentations and with 

schemcs as a learning and problem solving strategy. it becomes essential to devise an 

evaluation method consistent with the curriculum. More specitically. fully aware of the 

p o w r  of evaluations on student learning 'j. the question arose of whether there was any 

relationship between various types of examination questions and the problem strategy 

students would utilize. If schemes are powert'ul instruments for Iearning and problem 

solving. is there an evaluii~ion method that tests or perhaps promotes utilization of 

schemes. This became one of the main research soak ofthis project. 

D) Assessment of Problem Solvinrr Usinr Pencil-and-~mer Evaluation Methods - 

In a curricuIurn structured around clinical presentations that are organized 

according to higher-order or expen methods of memory representation and problem 

solving. it seems reasonable that an evaluation method be found that assesses scheme 

utilization in problem solving. [n this section, previous research on evaiuation of problem 

solving is presented. with specific focus on evaluating diagnostic skills. As well. a new 
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format of evaluation questions. termed Elimination-Type (E-type) questions.'' is 

described (see Appendix C for example). 

I)  Use of Pencil-and-oaoer Methods Over Other Evaluation Formats 

Ideally. if the overall aim is to assess problem solving skills. and specitically 

diagnostic skills. a case can be made for using free-response questions or oral 

examinations. This argument lies in the assumption that these formats may yield a better 

global picture of a candidate's clinical reasoning. especially given the oral examination's 

ability to assess a more "real l i k "  clinicai scenario and opportunity for intcractivt: 

qucstion and answer sessions. There are. however. problems with such evaluations. The 

tint surrounds the problem of case specificity 13, which predicts that success in solving 

one clinical presentation does not predict success in another. As a consequence. a reliable 

and valid examination is dependent on a broad sampling of problems. Furthermore. 

content validity also depends on a representative and adequate sampling of problems". 

Such extensive sampling is more easily done with pencil-and-paper type of tests. since 

tht: other forms of testing are resource-intensive. Furthermore. questions of the free- 

response types can be fraught with ambiguity. can be unfocused. and have the potential 

tbr subjectivity in grading43. Similar criticisms were raised for the once popular Patient 

Management Problems (PblPs). which have now been abandoned by licensing bodies 

because of lack of reliability U. as well as a failure ofconstruct validity. '' 
11) btCO Criticisms: Advent of Kev-Feature and Extended-matching Questions 

For all of the reasons mentioned above. three pencil-and-paper evaIuation formats 

were selected for this research. The tint type of question selected is the classic single 
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answer. fivesption Multiple-choice question (MCQ: see Appendix C for m example). 

Although MCQs have always been considered an eficient and reliable testing tool. they 

were not considered ideal for the evaluation of higher-order thinking skills such as 

probtern solving. The conventional wisdom is that MCQs assess lower levels of 

knowledge such as recall of isolated facts. To the extent that some clinicians question 

whether MCQs can test actud clinical tasks, these questions tend to have low face 

validity "". Newble best summarizes the prevailing thoughts on MCQs by stating that they 

measure " a combination of what the student knows. partially knows. can guess. or is 

cunning enough to surmise from any cues in the questions'J7. Stated otherwise. this 

cueing effect can lead to bias. and students with finely honed test-taking skills may be 

favoredJX. As well. trivialintion is felt to occur with the MCQ formatJ7. 

To alleviate the fear that the bICQ format lacks the ability to assess ciinical 

decision-making. examination formats were created in the hope that problem solving 

could be assessed in a more appropriate fashion. One such format. developed for the 

Medical Council of Canada Qualifying Examination ( M C C Q E ) ~ ~ ~  is called the "key- 

feature" format. Kcy-feature questions aim to assess problem solving by focusing on a 

given problem's most crucial elements for resolution, i.e. the key-features. These 

problems can focus both on key diagnostic or management aspects of a given case. and 

constitute a mixture of both write-in problems as well as choosing an answer from a short 

menu (avenge 15-20 options). These questions have demonstrated good psychometric 

properties with regards to reliability. Face and construct validity and are thought to assess 

hisher cognitive levels of problem soiving, 
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Extended-matching formats (EkLQs: see Appendix C for examples) were 

introduced in the 1990s in both the NBEULE and USLICE. amongst others. Case and 

~wmson" have been instrumental in the development of these questions. which are 

delined as any matching format with more than the five options tnditionaIIy used by 

bIC()s. From its conception. the question preparation of the EhlQs have h e n  very 

careful in Jcsigning stems that test higher cognitive levels such as problem solving. The 

first study that examined the psychometric features of ~xtcnded-matching4' showed that 

Extended-matching items were more ditlicult. more discriminating, had higher reliability 

and needed significantly less testing time to achieve reproducible scores than traditional 

MCQs. Other studies have shown that EMQs. by increasing the number of options used. 

increased mean item ditliculty as well as. perhaps by reducing guessing. provided 

improvement in item discrimination over the five option ~ L c Q ~ " .  By increasing item 

discrimination. EMQs offer comparable levels of reproducibility with 30% less items 

than the klCQ with five options'0. Reliability coefficients were also markedly higher with 

~xtmded-matchingu. Fenderson rt a14%dministered EMQs. uncued examinations. 

MCQs and true!false pathology questions to medical students. md found slight[! higher 

total reliability scores (0.90 vs. 0.83) and discrimination value (0.29 vs. 0.25) with EMQs 

over MCQs. although p values were not stated. In the same paper. Fenderson examined 

the potential effects on learning of each tbrma~ by investigating academic achievement 

on subsequent comprehensive examination. No difference was found. 

The Extended-matching format has also been applied to diagnostic pattern 

recognition examinations. which are similar to the questions devised by Case and 
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Swanson, but with shorter scems and restriction of the task to making diagnoses. Gruppen 

et al" contirmed Case and Swanson's previous work in pattern recognition testing by 

showing that the format had high reiiability and validity. The reliability and validity were 

also found to be quite stable from one medical school to another. Dunn and WooIliscroft 

also showed favorable psychometric properties with a surgical pattern recognition 

examination". 

Two other studies have used EMQs with standardized patient emninations. 

Blackwell a al" compared shun-answer questions (SAQs) to EiLiQs in the second pan of 

paired OSCE stations. They foutld that both types were similar for eliciting physical 

tindings. diagnoses and treatment plans. as well as overall scores. The distribution of 

scores did var);. however. in that EMQs vielded a greater percentage of students in the 

uppcr quartilc. perhaps related to cueing et'fects. However. the weaker students were 

distributed squally with both techniques. Overall. EMQs were considered to be 

psychornctrically equivalent. but superior with respect to timesaving for the examiners. 

The other study by ~olomon" used EhlQs as a tool for assessing students' ability to 

identify key features when hced with patient problems. 

As outlined by Case and Swanson, there rue ether potential advantages of EiLIQs 

43. From a test preparation point of view. Case and Swanson feel that these questions flow 

well with course objectives. are easy to prepare. can be prepared without technical tlaws. 

and are less concerned with exminers "guessing" what distncters would be most 

appealing to the student. This latter function is one that examiners have been shown to be 

unable to do consistently. Of particular interest for the protocol of the study about to be 
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proposed. they suggest that EMQs have a potential advantage over bICQs in testing 

clinical problem solving. 

111) Comuarison of bICOs. EMQs and the New Elimination-tv~e Ouestions 

The proposed study for this thesis aims to test this latter statement. No study has 

formally used think-aloud protocois to assess whether a well-written MCQ differs from 

EbIQs (or any other format. such m --Key-features". for that matter) in challenging 

examinees to problem solve. There is little doubt that poorly written kICQs can 

encourage students to learn isolated hcts by rote. However. as acknowledged by Case 

and S~banson. itell constructed hICQs could challenge students to problem solve. 

illaguire et al also recognized that MCQs can ~ i e l d  valid information of clinical 

reasoning skills. providing that stems and alternatives are well ~onstructed.~~. Evidence 

does exist that MCQs have predictive vaiue for more recognized problem solving tasks" 

and can elicit higher order problem solving such as forward reasoningi7. In fact. all 

available evaluation methods potentially yield information on clinical reasoning if the 

content is appropriate. suggesting that conrent is more important than question type ". 

The present study proposes to compare performance and the problem solving 

strategies (specifically scheme utilization) by medical students and experts. and evaluate 

whether MCQs and EMQs have my influence on either. This will be accomplished by 

directly assessing the examinees' cognition through think aloud protocols. A third 

question format will be included in the analysis, the Elimination-type (E-type) questions. 

A preliminary study by blandin and ~ a r a s ~ r n ~ '  yielded results for this new format that 

were encouraging. This study showed that the E-type format was more reliable and 
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required fewer items to attain the standard alpha of 0.80. The E-type format was 

specifically designed in the hope that it would encourage students to use schemes for 

problem solving. Thus far. it has been shown to provide a diagnostic task that is more 

ditlicult and different from the Estended-matching format4'. The E-type has two parts 

(see Appendix C). one which is similar in structure to the EMQs. and a second pan 

consisting of an additional question that asks tvhy a certain answer. present in another 

"branch" of a given scheme. was excluded by the student. This exclusionary question is 

asked tirst. before the students are s k c d  the second part of the question. which requires 

the selection of the most likely diagnosis amongst an extended list of options. The 

student must explain the exclusion of one possible diagnosis. and it is hoped that it is 

equivalent to t'xclusion of that "branch-' of a scheme. To do this. they identify which 

items in the stem that forced them to exclude the diagnosis. The items are the bulleted 

numbers that tbllow every piece ofintbrmation in the stem. The asumption is that the E- 

type questions. by forcing the student to justify the exclusion of another branch. will add 

a ditferent and new component to the assessment of problem solving skills by further 

reducing the possibility of guessing. a concern which remains in the EMQs. SecondIy. the 

E-type questions. by asking examinees why a diagnosis in another arm or branch of a 

scheme was excluded. will potentialiy oblige the student to utilize an approach or scheme 

to a problem. a factor that is believed to be advantageous cognitively. 
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E) Think-aloud Techniques in Evaluatin? Cognitive Processes 

Researchers in a number of fields have accomplished the ditEcuIt task of 

analyzing cognitive processes by asking subjects to "think-aloud when solving 

problems. Think-aloud has been used extensively in cognitive psychology as weil as in 

health care related tields including psychology. physiotherapy. nursing and medicine. 

58.sr.ho A number of tethnotogical devices have been used. including audiotape. videotape 

and computer simulations. There have been a number of variations in the way this 

method is accomplished. The main categories of think-aloud are protocol analysis. 

propositionni analysis and methods combining these two broad techniques. 

Protocol (i.e. statement) anal~sis is a method primarily used in the context of 

concurrent data rather than in studies using retrospective analysis. It is based on certain 

assumptions. including that verbalized data is a subset of our underlying co~nitive 

processes. and that information current[! used by a subject is accessible through verbal 

data"'. These methods do not tap into the multitude of possible cognitive processes not 

expressed verbally. According to Fonteyn. protocol analysis is the division of subjects' 

verbalizations into segments. The segments are tirst coded to allow for assertional 

analysis. which examines the formations of relationships between the verbalized 

concepts. such as relationships of meaning. significance or causdet'fect Secondly. script 

analysis is performed. which scrutinizes the reasoning processes used and illustrates the 

relative importance attributed to certain protocols by the subject, FinalIy. the actions 

taken by the subject and the ntionaIe h r  such actions are analyzed. This method provides 
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rich and complex data which is particulariy useful for analyzing dynamic or ongoing 

changes in a subject's information processing and representation of a situation". 

The second method of cognitive anaiysis is propositional analysis. a method 

originated by Kintsch (1974) and Fredericksen (~975)'". This strength of propositional 

analysis. which rectifies one of the weaknesses of protocol analysis. is to capture 

complex relations between the statements and representations in memory. A proposition 

is Lietined as ': 

'* The smallest unit of meaning that underlies the surface structure of a 

text'-. 

One ot'the outcomes of the analysis of these propositions or "units of meaning" is 

seeking and identifying propositions that provide "chunking" ot'stimuli. Stated othen5ise. 

the met hod assumes that "propositions hrm manageable units o t' knowledge 

representation"'!Once identified. these "chunkinc propositions are sought typically in 

the transcripts of domain experts vs. non-expens. Recall and inferences (i.e. 

transformations) made on these propositions are then compared between the two groups. 

as well as whether the propositions identified by the subjects were relevant or irrelevant 

;n . When done on concurrent text. this method is termed discourse analysis. 

Since the present study primarily addresses global representations of clinical 

presentations in memory. think-aloud and an adaptation of propositional analysis wilI be 

used. For each clinical presentation. certain propositions have been determined to be key 

"chunking" propositions. For example. with dysphagia the proposition "dysphagia to 

solids alone vs. solids/liquids" is a key chunk sepmting mechanical versus motitity 
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causes of dysphagia. Therefore. a subject who attaches critical importance to this 

proposition will have been deemed to show evidence of scheme. (i.e. chunking. i.e. 

"small worId") use. The analysis will be done based on recall foilowing the written 

examination. fn the literature. recall protocols have been used mainly in the context of 

asking subjects to transcribe recalled propositions from cases"". This has been criticized 

for assessing a perceived recollection of a case rather than the true cognitive process 

occurring at the time of the problem solving task. However. for the present study. the 

method is appropriate since exact numbers of recalk or specific inferences made tiom 

recalled texts are not the outcomes of interest. What is of interest is a global description 

of reprcsenwions in memory. which makes use of recall appropriateK. Fonteyn describes 

recall as possibly providing a "more complete description about one-s reasoning 

strategies". Furthermore. in order to assist the recalI process. subjects are required to 

briefly describe in writing. afier answering each question. how they arrived at an answer 

for a given problem. Subsequently. this written discourse is used as a guide to the think- 

aloud discussion. 

F) Summnrv of the Main Research Questions 

Therefore. with these five concepts in mind our study will be carried out with the 

purpose of answering the tbllowing four questions: 

Research question #1: 1s there a correlation between the reasoning process used in 

problem solving specifically scheme utilization. and diagnostic success? 
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Rcseirch question #2: Is there a mcasurabIe ditTerence in the scheme utilization elicited 

bq' standard tive-option Multiple-choice. Extended-matching and Elimination- 

type questions? 

Research question #3: What are the psychometric properties of the three 

question formats used in the study. both with a standard dichotomous scoring of 

0-1. and a partial dichotomous scoring system? (the latter gives a partial mark for 

a wrong tinal answer that is. however. in the correct "arm-' o f a  scheme). 

Rcseirch question #-I: Does a method of assessing problem solving exist that is more 

economical than the standard think-aloud analysis? 



CHAPTER TWO: lL1ETHODS 

A) Pilot studv 

In early 1999, a pilot study was conducted. The pilot study was primarily aimed 

at establishing whether a method could be devised to shortcut the cumbersome method of 

cognitive analysis known as "think-aloud" for the purpose of establishing the strategy 

used for diagnostic problem solving. In case a shortcut was not possible. a second reason 

for the piIot study was to determine the extent of inter-observer agreement for the 

identitication of problem solving processes used in the think-aloud method of cognitive 

assessment. 

Tlir methodology for the pilot study was as follows: 

I ) Examination construction: 

An examination tvm constructed around four clinicaI problems in 

Gastroenterology: mechanical dysphagia. motility dysphagia. acute diarrhea and chronic 

diarrhea. The examination consisted of twelve questions. with three questions created for 

each of the four clinical problems. 

The three stems created for each of the four clinical problems were randomly 

assigned to one of three examination formats (see Appendix C for examples of the three 

examination formats). A11 of the questions asked for a single best answer. most likeIy 

diagnosis. to be chosen from the clinical information in the stem. The three formats were: 

i )  Standard 5-option blultiple-choice Question (=bICQ) 

i i )  Extended-matching question (=EMQ). with a list of 10-16 options 
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iii)  Elimination-type question (=E-type). consisting of two parts: one part 

identical to the EbIQ. with the other pan asking to identify two or three 

"features" (numbered pieces of inhrmation in question stem) which led to the 

exclusion of a certain diagnosis. present in an entirely ditTerent branch of a 

scheme. 

Thus. of the twelve questions. bur were ZviCQs. hur were ElvIQs. and four were 

E-types. 

2 )  Subjects: 

The examination was administered to four experts in Gastroenterology as well as 

four non-experts. final year medical students at the University of Calgary. Candidates 

were considered experts if they were specialists who spent more than 80% of their 

clinical time in the practice ofGastroenterology. 

3) Data Collection: 

Once the examinee had completed the twelve questions. a panel of two judges. 

one specializing in Gastroenterology and one in Nephrology. interviewed the examinee 

using a think-aloud technique. The examiner. after first revealing hidher final diagnosis. 

was asked to discuss how hdshe arrived at the answer for each question. The examinees 

had been encouraged. prior to starting the emination. to make notes at the end of each 

question (prior to proceeding to the next question) on the manner the answer was derived. 

This recommendation was made in order to help with the think-doud process. The 

examinees were then asked to think-aloud with as Little prompting as possible. on the 

manner each answer was derived. The judges assigned one of four reasoning stntegies 
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for each question: guessing. hypotheticodeductive reasoning. scheme. or pattern 

recognition. The discussions were audiomped or videotaped (after informed consent was 

obtained) Ibr review in case of disagreement between the two judges as to the rcsoning 

process used. Eventually. a consensus on the problem solving strategy was obtained 

between the two judges. 

Subsequently , the reasoning strategy tbund by think-aloud was compared to: 

i )  Result from " BBQ method": the examinees were asked. after the think- 

aloud. to read a scenario of four BBQ repairpersons approaching a 

defective BBQ in order to repair it  (see Appendix Dl. Each of the 

repairpersons was representative of one of the four reasoning strategies 

outiined in the previous paragraph. The idea was to see whether the 

examinees could identify with one of these repairpersons as to the 

reasoning strategy they used for each question. and whether this self- 

analysis correlated with the think-aloud. 

iil Result from a panel of judges examining the written material and 

determining tht: reasoning strategy from the examinees' writings. Again. 

this was to be correlated with the think-aloud. but this method was quickly 

abandoned since the written materials were not appropriate for cognitive 

interpretation by judges, as they were frequently quite sketchy. especially 

in the last half of the examination. 

tllese are the main conclusions of the pilot study: 
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i) Think-aloud provides very useful and reliable insights into global 

representations of problems in memory. The judgcs were generally in 

agreement after the tirst hexing of the think-aloud. and could easily arrive at a 

consensus when necessaq. using the audiotape or videotape. 

i i )  The "BBQ method" was not a reliabIe shortcut into cognition, with only a 

45% correlation with the "gdd standard think-aloud. Problems with the 

method included examinee ctlnfmion over the task asked of them. confusion 

over the BBQ terminology. and fatigue after n long (over 1 hour) testing 

session. 

i i i )  Examinees sho*ed srvenl patterns of problem solving process: 

a) pattern recognition alone 

b) strict adherence to a structured and accurate scheme as a sole strategy 

C )  use of scheme in combination with another method such as hypothetico-deductive 

reasoning 

d) use of an ill-structured or even faulty scheme with another method such as 

hypothetico-deductive. guessing or examination savw 

e) absence of any scheme (hypotheticodeductive. exam savvy. guessing) 

iv) Because of the small numbers. statistical analysis was not attempted. 

Additional observations: 

a) ,411 question formats were associated with higher success rates in experts over non- 

experts (hence construct validit?). 
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b) Experts used schemes 68.9% of questions (24.4% pattern recognition). compared to 

33.3?/0 use of schemes in non-experts (47.6% pattern recognition). 

c) Elimination-type questions. in experts only. had relatively more scheme use and Iess 

pattern recognition than the other question formats did. 

B) Main studv: Exoerimental desicn 

1 ) Examination construction: 

.An esamination was constructed around four clinical presentations in 

Gastroenterology: dysphagia. chronic diarrhea. nausea and vomiting. and elevated liver 

enzymes. The examination consisted of twelve questions. with three questions created for 

each of the four clinical presentations. 

The three stems created for each of the four clinical presentations were nndomiy 

assigned to one of three examination hrmats (see Appendix C for examples of the three 

examination formats). All of the questions asked for a single best answer. most IikeIy 

diagnosis. to be chosen h r n  the ciinical intbrrnation in the stem. Two diagnoses were 

accepted for question # I  I after it became clear during the study that both were equaLly 

acceptable answers. The three formats were identical to those in the pilot study. 

Thus. of the tivelve questions. bur  were MCQs. four were EMQs. and four were 

E-types. Thc twelve questions used are presented in Appendix C. 

2) Subjects: 

The examination was administered. From February to May 2000. to hventy 

experts in Gastroenterology in two centers. Calgary (15) and Ottawa (5).  as well as 
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twenty non-experts. tinal year medical students at the University of Calgary. Candidates 

were considered experts if  they were specialists who spent more than 80% of their 

clinical time in the practice of Gastroenterology. 

3 )  Data Collection: 

There were two levels of examination scoring: 

a )  .Assessment of cognitive process: 

This assessment was conducted in a fashion identical to that described above for 

pilot study. .As with the pilot study. a consensus between the two observers could easily 

be obtained after review of the tapes. The determination of the problem solving strategy 

uscd was diiTerent from the pilot study in the following way. The verbal discourse was 

analyzed using rt moditied propositional analysis. This analysis consisted of searching the 

examinees' discourse for key predetermined propositions that linked small worlds and 

thus provided evidence for chunking (i-e. scheme use). These propositions were as 

fo'oIlows: 

Table I: Propositions Demonstrating Evidence of Chunking. for Each Clinical 

Presentation. 



1 Clinical Presentation Key Chunking Propositions ! I 

I I 
I i I 

I 
I Dysphagia I Oropharyngeal vs. esophageal I 

i 
I I klechanical vs. motility 1 
j j 

Elevateti Liver Enpmes , HepatocelIular vs. cholcstatic I 

I I 

[ntrahrpatic vs. extrahepatic cholestasis I 

Nausea and Vomiting GI vs. non-GI causes I 
I 

1 

GI vs. metabolic vs. cns vs. drugs I 
I 
1 I i 

! 
j I I 
I Diarrhea i Small bowel vs. I q e  bowei 
I 

/ Steatorrhea (malabsorption) vs. ! I I 

1 I non-steatorrhea 
1 
I 1 Osmotic vs, secretory vs. intlarnmatory i 

I I i 
I 
i / vs. motility 
I 

From the propositionaI analysis. the judges assigned a grade to the cognitive 

process on a scaie from 0 to 4. retlecting the degree to which a -strong" or -expert" 



problem solving process was used. The observations made during the previously 

described pilot study made possible the development of this scaie. This cosnitive process 

scale will hereafter be referred to as the "Process scale". Scores from the "Process scale" 

were subsequently divided by 4 in order to match the 0- I range of the dichotomous 

scores described in the next paragraph. 

Table 2: Correlation of Process Score with Problem Solving Strategy 

Process Score Problem Solving Strategy 
! 

0 I Examinee relies on one of the following 

three "weak" methods: 

/ examination savvy 

1 ; Scheme utilized was either unstructured or ' 

8 inaccurate. 
I 

j -significant reliance on one of the three I 
I "weak" methods mentioned above 
I 

i 
I 

I 
I 

2 
I 

/ I Scheme utilized generally swcrured and : 
I I 

1 accurate. 
I 

1 

1 -some use of one of the three " w e x  

i 
I methods 
I 



i 3 : Scheme utilized was very structured andl 
I ! 
I 

' accurate. i 
I 

; 
I 

1 -no use ofany of the "we* 

i methods 
! 
I 

1 
-I Pattern recognition: no other method used 

b) Grading of answers 

Two scores were assigned for each question: 

i) a dichotomous score (hereby referred to as *'Scorel"): mark of 0 or 1 for the 

correct diagnosis on the kICQS or EMQs. For the E-type. if the diagnosis was 

incorrect. a score of 0.5 was assigned if the examinee had identified the key 

exclusionary feature(s) tbr cach question. 

ii) a partial dichotomous score (hereby referred to as "Score 23: tbr cach question 

with an incorrect diagnosis. a mark of 0.5 wits given if the examinee's answer ~vas 

at least considered in the correct "branch" of a scheme (ex: 'cholestatic' branch 

for liver enzymes. 'mechanical' branch for dysphagia. 'small bowel' branch for 

diarrhea. 'metabolic' branch tbr nausea and vomiting). 

4) Data analysis: 



Table 3: Four blain Research Questions and Corresponding Statistical Analysis 

Research Question i Statistical Analysis 
1 j i 

I #I:  ts there a correlation between the i 2 ('score1 '. -score") 
I I 
I i ! 
I I 
i reasoning process used in problem solving. ; X 3 (categories of 'process scores') I 

I 
I 
I specifically scheme utilization. and 
! 

I 

i X 2 (expert. nonexpen) MANOVA 

i diagnostic success? I analysis 
I 

I I 

! 
I 

: #2: Is there a measurable difference in the i Comparison of global 'process score' 

/ scheme utilization elicited by standard tive- means for each of the three examination 

i option Multiple-choice. Extended-matching tbrmats using one-way ANOVA analysis I 

I 

and Elimination-type qucstions'' 

#3: What are the psychometric properties Reliability of each format will be ' 

' of the three question tbrmats used in the ' calculated using a Cronbach's alpha. ! 

: study. Discrimination of each format will be : 
I 

I both with a standard dichotomous scoring calculated using a standard index. I 
I I 

! ! I 
1 of 0-1. and a partial dichotomous scoring / ! 

I 
I 

i M: Does a method of assessing problem i See following paragraph 
I 

! 
I I 

I solving exist that is more economical than 1 I 
I I 

I I 

i the standard think-aloud analysis? i 
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Others: 

i )  Comparison of global process score means for each clinical presentation wilt be 

accomplished using one-way ANOVA analysis. 

i i )  Comparison of process scores means for each format within the clinical 

presentation (i.e. process score means for each question) will be accomplished 

by repeatcd measures analysis. 

4) Pilot testins of.-crying baby" method of assessing cognitive processes 

A s  was previously discussed in the results of the pilot study. the "BBQ method 

seemed to be somewhat confusing to the examinees. because of a lack of clarity in the 

instructions as well as unfamiliar terrninoIo_ry with regards to the workings of a BBQ. 

Therefore. we modified the BBQ method to an easier scenario involving crying 

babies that we hoped would be more identifiable to the participants and thus correlate 

higher with the "gold standard" think-aloud method. Once the examinees had completed 

the examination. they were presented with the scenario and instructions as found in 

Appendix D. However. the analysis was stopped after 5 candidates for a number of 

reasons. mainly the inability to complete aII the parts of the examination in an acceptable 

time frame tbr the candidates. Also. the method had low face validity. a s  well as a low 

correlation (5596) with the goid standard think-aloud in those tive candidates. 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS 

The results of the study will be presented in conjunction with their related 

research question. Since the psychometric data is crucial to the interpretation of the 

remaining results. these (and thus research question $3) will be presented first. (NOTE: 

details of raw scores. all the ANOVX calculations and other tables not deemed critical 

results are all found in Appendix E) 

.-\I Results for Research ctuestion #3: What are the psychometric properties of the threr 

question f'orrnms used in the study. both with a standard dichotomous scoring of 

0- I .  and a partial dichutomuus scoring system? (the latter gives a partial mark for 

a wrong final answer that is. however. in the correct "arm" of a scheme ). 

The reliability coifficients and discrimination indices of the examination and the threr 

formats. as well as the scores. are presented in Tables .la-c. 
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Table Ja: Overall Cronbach alpha reliabilities for expert subjects. non-expert subjects. 

and all subjects combined. 

Table Jb: Cronbach alpha reliabilities based on format scores over all subjects. 



Table 4c: Cronbach alpha reliabilities and Discrimination Indices based on question 

format over all subjects. 

; Question / Number : Alpha / Disc. Index: Disc. Index: ; 
I I 

! I I 1 Of Items Used format I Dichotomous Process Score ' 

I I 

I 

Score 1 

choice I, 7 .7582 .625 .6375 
I 

I matching 1, 7 .6586 -575 .53 13 

! 
type 12 .6525 1 .J625 .5625 

Construct validity of the formats is seen in Figures la-i which demonstrates an 

overall superiority of the experts over the non-experts across most hrmats, except when 

dealing with the nausea and vomiting clinical presentation. 



Mean Dith~tomous Score1 



Figure 1 b: Average Multiple-choice Dichotomous Score2 across Clinical Presentations 
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Figure 1 c: Average Multiple-choice Process Score across Clinlcal Presentations 
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0 
In Figure Id: Average Extended-matching Dichotomous Score1 across Clinical Presentatlons 



Figure le:  Average Extended-matching Dichotomous Score2 across Clinical Presentations 
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Figure 4h: Average Elimination Dichotomous Score2 Across Clinical Presentations 
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B) Results for Research Ouestion # I  : Is there a correlation between the reasoning process 

used in problem solving. specifically scheme utilization, and diagnostic success? 

The next portion of the study was aimed primarily at determining whether the cognitive 

process used to solve a problem had any impact on examination success. Figures 2a-I 

demonstrate a trend for a positive correlation between problem solving strategy and 

examination success. especially in the non-expert group. For these tigures. the process 

scores for each examination question were grouped into three categories: 'process 1'. 

which groups the process scores 0 and 1. and is analogous to hypothetico-deductive 

reasoning. The 'process 2' category groups the process scores 2 and 2 and is analogous to 

scheme utilization. and 'process 3' which groups the process score J and is analogous to 

pattern recognition. These groups were justitirible from a cognitive strategy point of view 

as wet1 as tiom the experience of the process score judges. who found that the most 

troublesome distinctions were between the 0 and 1 process scores and the 1 and 3 process 

scores. A mean dichotomous score was found for each of these three -process groups'. tbr 

each question. and plotted into Figures 3 - 1 .  With the exception of the dysphagia 

Extmded-matching question (where one non-expert was in category 3 and answered 

incorrectly) and diarrhea Extended-matching question (where all but one non-expert 

answered incorrectly). a linear relationship generally holds true between process and 

dichotomous scores. (NOTE: dichotomous score 2 figures resembled dichotomous score 

I tigures very closely and therefore were not included.) 



Figure 2a: Liver Multiple-choice - Dichotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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Process 1 Process 2 
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Process 3 



Figure 2b: Liver Extended-matching - Dichotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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Figure 2c: Liver Elimination - Oichotomous Scoref by Process Category 
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Figure 2f: Nausea & Vomiting Elimination - Dichotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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Process Category 

Process 3 
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+ Non-Expert 



Figure 2g: Diarrhea Multiple-choice - Dichotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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Process 3 



Figure 2h: Diarrhea Extended-matching - Dichotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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Figure 21: Diarrhea Elimination - Dlchotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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Figure 2j: Dysphagia Multiple-choice - Dichotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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Figure 2k: Dysphagia Extended-rnatching - Dichotomous Score1 by Process Category 
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The trend h r  cognitive process correlating with examination success was 

contirmed in Table 5, where a hvo (experts/non-experts) by three (process score 

categories described above) by two (dichotomous scores 1 and 3) MANOVA was utilized 

to determine the presence or absence of effect. A "scheme" rtyect on examination scores 

was seen in tive of the twelve cells. 

Table 5: 2 ~ 3 . ~ 2  MANOVA Comparing Expert and Non-expert Subjects and Scheme C'se 
on Dichotomous Scores for XI1 Formats and Clinical Presentat ions 

EIevated Liver Nausea & j Diarrhea Dysphagia 
Enqmes Vomiting 

J 

Score EtYect 
( .OOO) 

Expert Effect 
( .004) 

Score x Expert 
[nteraction 

( .003) 

; Extended- 
, matching 

! 
I 

! 
I 
1 

J J J 

No Sig No Sig Score Etli.ct 
Effects E tYects (.001) 

Expen Effect 
( .002) 

Process E tTect 
(.07,6) 

I 1 Score x Expert 
! 

! Interaction i 
(-005) 

J I J # J 

No Sic Eflects I Process Effect , Expert 1 Process Effect ! 
' (.004) 
I 

Etfect (p=.001) : 
I (-000) 1 
i Score Effect i 
I I 

! : (-000) 1 I 
I 

j : Expert x ! 
I j 
I i SCOR 

I Interaction ! 
i t.000) 1 

J 

Expert Et'fect . 

(.043) 

I 
I .r I J J ! 

No Sig EtTects Expert Effect Expen 1 
I 

! I 1 (-034) ElFect 
1 Elimination ( Process Effect i (-021) i I 
i 
I 

(.005) 1 Process I 
I ! Expertx I Effect 
I 1 Process 1.034) 
I 

I 
i Interaction Expert x 

j i (-005) I 
I Process 
I 
i 

! Interaction j 
I ! I (-034) 
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This therefore demonstrates that the process used. especially for non-experts. has 

an impact on examination success. Other variabIes were also demonstrated to impact 

examination success. including expenise and the specific question posed. the latter 

analogous to case specificity. The impact of expenise on examination scores. an intuitive 

notion. is also demonstrated in table 5. with the expert etTect seen in six of the twelve 

cells of the MANOVA. but also in Figures la-i, which demonstrate a relatively consistent 

superiority of experts across the questions in Dichotomous Scores I and 1. These same 

tigurcs demonstrate the importance of the specific question in occasionally causing a very 

high non-cspert success (ex: Fig Id. N/V) or very low nun-expert success (ex: Fig. 

I d.diarrht.3). 

Results for Research cluestion $1: Is there a measurable ditlerence in the scheme 

utilization elicited by standard five-option iliultiple-choice. Extended-matching 

and Elimination-type questions'? 

This question was answered using the process scores of each examinee. as agreed upon 

by the two judges afier the think-aloud analysis. and averaging these scores for each 

format, Therefore. an average process score for each format (thus collapsed across the 

clinical presentations) was found for each examinee. and then a global mean was 

calculated for each of the formats for the twenty experts. then twenty non-experts. These 

global means for each tbrmnt are found in Tables 6a and 6b. One-way -4NOV.4 was 

pertbrmed for both the expert and non-expen groups. and no statistically significant 
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ditTewncr was found. suggesting that one format did not encourage scheme utilization 

more so than another format. 

Table 6a: Process Score Means ot'btultiple Choice. Extended Matching. and Elimination- 

type Questions Collapsed over CiinicaI Presentation. Non-Expert Subjects (n=20); p 

value by one-way ANOVA. 

Table 6b: Process Score hlems of blultiple Choice. Extended Matching. and 

Elimination-type Questions Collapsed over Clinical Presentation. Expert Subjects ( n=20): 

p vaIuc b? one-way ANOVA. 

/ Multiple-choice Extended-match : Elimination-type i P value 
-823 

I 
! 306  .794 0.692 j 

Therefore. the process score did not appear to be influenced by the examination format 

for both the experts and non-experts. 

T\vo other potential influences on the process scores were then analyzed: the 

cIinical presentation and specific question. or case. Tables 7ab and 8eb reveal that non- 

expens' process scores do vary signiticantly with the clinicaI presentation and specific 

case involved. whiIe experts' scores are stabIe across these two factors. 
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Tables 7a and 7b present the findings tbr the influence of the clinical presentation 

on the process scores. For this anaiysis. a mean process score was initially found tbr each 

examinee in each of the four c!inical presentations (thus collapsed over question format). 

from which a global mean for each of the four chnical presentations was calculated. for 

both experts and non-experts. A one-way ANOVA was performed to test for statistically 

signiticant dityerences. In the case of the non-experts. a statistically signiticant dityerence 

was found between the process score means across clinical presentations. with a post hoc 

Schefk test demonstrating that the difference lies between the nausedvomiting and 

diarrhea clinical presentations. and the nausedvomiting and liver tlneme clinical 

presentations. A significant difference was not found in the expert group with regards to 

the clinical presentation impact on process scores. 

Table 7a: Process Score Means of Clinical Presentation Collapsed over Question Format. 

Non-Expert Subjects (n=30): p value tbund by one-way AiiOVA. 

1 Liver Enzymes j Nausea and Diarrhea i Dysphagia I P value i 

Table 7b: Process Score Means of Clinical Presentation Collapsed over Question Format. 

Expert Subjects (n=?O); p value tbund by one-way AiiOVA. 

i Liver Enzymes I Nausea and i Dianhea i Dysphagia j P value 1 
I I Vomiting I 1 

-833 i -825 i 3 1 3  1 -793, ! 0.780 I 
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Tables 8a and Sb present the tindings for the influence of the question on the 

process scores. in other words. the mean process scores of the three examination formats 

within each of the four clinical presentations. For this analysis. a global mean process 

score was found for all experts and ail non-experts for each of the twelve questions. A 

3x 1 repeated measures was pertbrmrd to test for statistically significant ditTerences. In 

the case of the non-experts. a statistically significant difference was found between the 

process score means of the three formats within the clinical presentations of nausea and 

vomiting. elcvated liver enzymes 2nd diarrhea. A post hoc SchetTe test demonstrated that 

the differences lied within the Extended-matching and the bIultiple-choice questions in 

the naussdvomiting clinical presentation. and the Elimination-type question with the 

other two tiormats in the diarrhea clinical presentation. A significant ditTerenctt was not 

found in the expert group with regards to the question or case impact on process scores. 

Table 8a: Process Score hleans of Multiple Choice. Extended Matching. and Elimination 

Questions within each Clinical Presentation. Non-Expert Subjects (n=20); p value by 

3X 1 repeated measures. 

1 k1ultiplechoice i Extended-match i Elimination-type 
I Liver Enzymes 1 0.5 13 0.513 i 0.300 
1 Nauseavomiting : 0.400 0.813 I 0.725 

1 0.600 j Diarrhea I 0.275 1 0.325 

P value I 

0.029 I 

0.01 1 1 
0.002 I 

1 

1 Dvsphagia I 0.613 i 0563 I 0.488 1 0.187 I 
! 
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Table 8b: Process Score Means of lCtultiple Choice. Extended Matching. and Elimination 

Questions within each Clinical Presentation. Expert Subjects (n=20): p value by 3x1 

repeated measures. 

I Dysphagia 0.838 0.788 0.750 0.2 18 

I btultiple-choice Extended-match i Elimination-type I 
I Liver Enzymes 0.888 0.838 a 0.775 

D) Results for Research question ii-4: Does a method of assessing problem solving exist 

that is more economical than the standard think-aloud analysis'? 

The "cping baby" method was abandoned early in the study. for a number of reasons 

P value - I 
0.301 I 

outlined at the end of the -methods" section. The conclusion therefore at this point in time 

is that cognitive processes are much too complex to be analyzed by a self-assessment 

tool. Think-aloud remains the most reIiable way of tapping into complex cognitive 

i Nauseavomiting 0.788 I 0.563 0.850 1 0.713 I 

t Diarrhea 0.738 0.900 0.800 I 0.151 

structures. 

E) Other Results 

Table 9a: Frequency Table for Process Score. Expert Subjects (n=20) 

: Question ' Process Score Liver , N&V I Diarrhea I Dysphagia ! 
i Format i I i 
! 0 1 0  i 3 1 2  
/ blultiple- 1 I 0 10 ' 0  I 

I Choice 1 1 0  I I 3 
I 3 I 9 1 3  1 7  

0 I 
+ 

0 1 
0 I 

13 
I 4  

1 
i I I  j 13 18 17 1 



Table 9b: Frequency Table for Process Score. Non-Expert Subjects (n=20) 

! E.utendt.d- 1 
I 

t 0 I 0  1 
I Matching 1 ! 1 : 0 0 

I 3 17 ' 3 $ 5  
4 / I l  ; 15 1 I4 

I 0 ( 1  ' 2  ' 1  
I Elimination- 1 10 ' 0  ' 0  

Question Scheme Liver N&V Diarrhea ' Dysphagia 
' Format 

i 
I 0 5 9 8 I - 7 

I 
0 

I 

14 

5 I 

I 
1 

1 

. - f 

ILIultiple- ' I ! l  I 3 i j  I - !  

I type 7 - ' 2  , o  1 I l o  

I 

! choice - 7 1 6  I 1  . j  1 l 

I 0 I 4 ' 2  i j  

1 Extended- , 1 ; 4 ! 2 , 9  

- 7 

4 

I I 
I o ' 9  -1 1 3  1 3  I 

I - 
, Elimination- I , 3  / 3 3 14 I 
I 

tYPe 7 - , 3  ' 0  J ! J  ! 

7 : matchine - 1 3  10 ( 3  1 2  

3 ' 5  I ' 1  1 I 1  
j I 4  4 i I5 12 1 1  I 

I 

I 
! 3 15 ; l i 3 

4 i o  i 13 1 7  
9 I 

0 I 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION 

This study by its analysis of hrty think-aloud protocols. has provided intriguing 

quantitative and qualitative information. To summarize the quantitative findings. in 

relation to each research question. this study found: 

i) Research question #3: What are the psychometric properties of the three 

question formats used in the study. both with a standard dichotomous scoring of 

0- 1. and a partial dichotomous scoring system'? (the latter gives a partial mark for 

a wrong tinal answer that is. however. in the correct "arm" of a scheme). 

Psychometric properties (reliability. discrimination. construct validity ) ot' the 

three question I'ormats were shown to be similar and quite acceptable (Figures la-i. 

Tables 4a-c 1. 

ii) Research question # I : Is there a correlation between the reasoning process used in 

problem solving. specitically scheme utilization. and diagnostic success'? 

Several factors in thence the examination (dichotomous) scores: 

i) the cognitive process (i.c. problem solving strategy) used (Figures 2a-I. 

Table3 

i i )  level ofexpertise (Figure la-i. Table 5 )  

iii) examination question or case (Figure la-i) (the etyect of the 

clinical presentation as well as examination question format). 



i i i )  Research question #2: 1s there a measurable ditrerence in the scheme utilization 

elicited by standard tive-option blultiple-choice. Extended-matching and 

Elimination-type questions'? 

There is no significant difference in the process scores (i.e. problem solving strategy) in 

the thne types of question tested. This is true for both the experts and non-experts 

(Tables 6a. 6b). In summary. there exists no overall impact of question format on scheme 

utilization. 

Two other factors did however appear to impact scheme utilization in non- 

experts. significant ditterences were found in the process scores (is. problem solving 

strategy) of non-experts across the bu r  clinical presentations (Tables 7a  7b). Significant 

JitYerences were also found in the process scores of non-experts. across tht: three formats 

tested. when analyzed within each clinical presentation (Tables 8a Sb). These results 

suggest that for non-experts. the clinical presentation and the specific question (or case) 

posed have an impact on whether a scheme or some other problem solving strategy is 

utilized. Experts' selection of problem solving strategy is similar across d l  clinical 

presentations an3 questions or case. These differences may be explained by differences in 

the teaching of the schemes to the students tbr each clinical presentation. with some 

teachers emphasizing schemes more than others. and thus students learning some 

schemes and not others. Experts. on the other hand. have organized their knowledge into 

the scheme tiametvork across all clinical presentations and thus remained uninfluenced in 

their scheme use by the specific clinical presentation or case. 
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A) Discussion Surroundinr Research Ouestion $2 

The tirst point of discussion relates to the important psychometric properties of 

the three examination formats. All three formats showed good reliability. with a slight 

advantage to the b[uItipIeshoice format. The partial scoring method attributing a partial 

score tbr incorrect answers that were in the correct branch of a scheme. did not improve 

reliability. Experts achieved generally higher scores than non-experts across all formats. 

thus indicative of construct validity of all three formats (Figures la-i). It is interesting to 

note that the scheme use score achieved a reliability of .83. This is indicative of some 

degree of consistency in the process. such as schemes. which the examinees use to 

answer the twelve questions. This also demonstrates that such a scale can potentially 

distinguish between the top and bottom students. presumably by distinguishing between 

studcnts who use strong vs. weak methods of problem solving, 

The discrimination indices in Table Jc were also quite high for all three formats. 

for the dichotomous score. with a slight advantage once again to the blultiple-choice 

format. It is interesting to note that the discrimination index for the process score {i.e. 

clinical reasoning strategy) was in general higher than the index for the dichotomous 

score. demonstrating the capability of this score to distinguish the top fiom the bottom 

students. by maiyzing and scoring their clinical reasoning. 

B) Discussion surroundinc Research Ouestion + 1 

Another aim of th study was to examine whether there is any correlation between 

examination success and the use of schemes. Intuitive evidence for a positive conelation 
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is evident in Figures Za-I. which certainly demonstrate a correlation between examination 

success and process scores. especially in the case of non-experts. There is an increase in 

dichotomous scores as the process scores increase. The lines for the experts are generally 

straighter. retlclctive of the general success rate for the experts in the examination. The 

Extended-matching. diarrhea case is an exception only because among the non-experts. 

a11 but one answered incorrectly. Tho Extended-matching dysphagia case also differs for 

the nun-experts. but only because the single student who used pattern recognition for that 

casc answered incurrecrl y. 

When further analyzed. using the SIANOVA in TabIe 5. a scheme or process 

score etTect becomes manifest in tive of the twelve questions. This implies the clear 

presence of cognitive process as an influence on the variance of the dichotomous score 

means. and thus corroborating the trend seen in Figure 'a-I. There is a positive 

correlation between scheme utilization and examination success. 

Other factors were also demonstrated to iniluence examination dichotomous 

scores. including expertise and the specific question. or case (=case speciticity). Table 5 

demonstrates that as would be expected. expertise seems to play an important role in the 

variance of the dichotomous examination success. Figures la-i demonstrate a trend for 

superior results for experts across all the questions. with a narrow difference in the 

nausea and vomiting presentation which is explained in part by the retative ease of these 

questions for the non-experts. in that they were general questions rather than sub- 

specialized to Gastroenterology. Case speciticity is shown in Figure la-i which show 

distinctive success in the non-expert group with cemin cases. such as the nausea and 
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vomiting case of diabetic ketoacidosis (Figure Id). and the distinctive failure of the non- 

expert group in certain cases. such as the diarrhea bacterial over_rrowth case (Figure Id). 

The concept of case speciticity is complex. and within it differences may be attributed to 

the clinical presentation of the case. perhaps the format presented. as well as the specifics 

of the stem construction. This stem construction includes carefully placed and reasonable 

distracters that. interestingly in our study. never swayed the experts but did sway some 

non-experts into wrong diagnoses. 

C) Discussion surround in^ Research Question Y2 

One of the principal goals of this research protocol was to investigate whether 

the three examination formats uscd in this study. the standard tivr-option Multiple- 

choice. Extended-matching and Elimination-type questions. elicited different cognitive 

processes (i.e. problem solving strategy). specifically in regards to scheme utilization. 

Thc observation tiom the data is that all three formats. when constructed with problem 

solving tasks in mind. can in fact evoke higher levels of cognitive processes such as 

chunking or scheme utilization. Evidence for this lies in the process scores for the three 

formats. which overall averaged to 3.27 tbr the experts (equivalent to the use of well- 

structured schemes according to the process score scale in Table 2) and 2.04 tbr the non- 

experts (equivalent to using a structured scheme in combination with another method). 

These scores provide evidence that pencil-and-paper tests can be used to test problem 

solving tasks. Furthermore. these three tbrmats are capable of evoking strong methods of 
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problem solving- such as pattern recognition and scheme utilization. as demonstrated by 

the generally high process scores. 

These process scores (reflecting problem solving strategy). combined with the 

underlying detailed analysis of think-aloud protocols. provide both funher qualitative and 

quantitative evidence that differences exist between expens and non-experts in the 

processes of problem soIving utilized. The data is conmry to staternen& recently made in 

the literature'' but consistent with the view that experts dit'fer from non-expetts not only 

in the quaIity of their knou ledge bases in memory, but also in the processes of problem 

solving utilized. Expcns use strong methods o f  problem solving such as scheme 

utiIimtion and pattern recognition. This ditliirence in problem solving process holds true 

across three examination formats and four clinical presentations (Figure La-i). Tables 9a 

and 9b also demonstrate that the experts had a strong predilection for the scheme and 

pattern ~cogniriun pro blem solving methods. and oniy inlrcquently used weaker medtods 

such as hypothetico-deductive reasoning. Non-experts on the other hand revealed a more 

even spread across the problem solving methods. It is interesting to note that the experts 

who did use weak methods did so in the nausea and vomiting case. This case. with a final 

diagnosis of a metabolic condition. was not directly related to the domain of 

Gastroenterology. the domain where the gastroenterologists are truly experts. 

In the same clinical presentation. nausea and vomiting. novices used a 

disproportionate mount of pattern recognition. This may be at least in part attributed to 

the fact that the questions were relatively easier in that ciinical presentation. The more 

interesting possibiiity is that the two judges of the think-aloud process may have 
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misinterpreted the process used. Retrospectively. instead of labeling the process a 

"pattern recognition'. (with a process score of -4'). perhaps a more appropriate label 

might have been "novice pattern recognition'- (with a process score of 'I'). This 

mislabeting may have altered some of the study's results. These labels will be hrther 

discussed below. 

When the three question formats were directly compared with respect to whether 

schemes were being promoted. as reflected by the mean process score (i.e. problem 

solving strategy) collapsed over a11 four clinical presentations. no differences were bund 

for both [he expert and non-expert group (Tables 6a and 6b). Explanation of this result 

may be found in the vicw raised by several authors ""' that it is not the examination 

format itself that dictates the cognitive level of the testing. but rather the specific 

construction of the question stems. We have demonstrated that a well-constructed 

blultiple-choice question. designed specifically to target problem solving. can achieve 

this purpose as well as any other format currently available. Critics of the Multiple-choice 

tbrmat. who believe that it only tests recall of isolated facts. need to consider attering the 

construction of tl~e stems rather than the format. On the other hand. several expert and 

noncxpert examinees did comment that Extended-matching questions made it more 

ditficult to go through the list of options prior to answering the question. One of the goals 

of a pencil-and-paper test is to challenge the examinee to answer the question by solving 

the problem described in the stem. prior to considering the options available. Based upon 

the subjective comments of the examinees. the Extended-matching and Elimination-type 
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formats. because of the inherent dit-ticulty of reading through an extended option list, 

appeared to provide a better challenge than the Multiple-choice format. 

While the examination format did not appear to influence the examinees' process 

scores and thus their problem solving strategy. two other factors did appear to exert an 

intluence on the process scores of the non-expert group. The first factor that appears to 

exen an intluence on the process scores of the non-experts is the clinical presentation. as 

tbund in Tuble 73. The mean process scores in the nausea and vomiting clinical 

presentation were significantly higher than the diarrhea and elevated liver enzymes 

clinical presentations. This appears to indicate an intluence of the clinical presentation on 

non-espert problem solving strategy. but not in the expen group. 

The second factor intlurnciny non-expert process scores was the specific question 

or case, In Table 8a. process scores were compared for the three formats within each of 

the clinical presentations. and statistically significant dit'erences %ere tbund between the 

three formats tbr three of the clinical presentations. in the elevated liver enzyme 

presentation. the Elimination-tvpe format had a lower process score than the other hvo 

formats. Scheffe post hoc testing (appendix E) demonstrated that the Extended-matching 

had significantly higher process scores than the blultiple-choice format in the nausea and 

vomiting presentation. while Elimination-type had significantly higher scores than the 

other two formats in the diarrhea presentation. These differences are likely explained by 

the well-described phenomena of case specificity. However. these ditf'erences of the 

examination formats within each clinical presentation raises the possibility of differences 
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existing between the three examination formats. despite the results presented in Tables 6a 

md 6b. 

Dl Other Points of Discussion 

Some observations from this study can be made with regards to the linking of the 

stage theory of knowledge structuring. as proposed by Schmidt and Bordage. with 

problem solving strategy. Work by Bordage and Schmidt has categorized the evolution of 

knowledge organization and diagnostic reasoning according to the progressive increase in 

training tiom novice to Bordage's tint category was called redlrceri 

know.lc&u. meaning that v e p  little knowledge is available and thus no real problem 

solving exists. [ f  some kno\vlcdge exists but is poorlv organized. it is ternled riispersrrl 

knowie&c. The next categop is called c.lrrhorurrd kno\r*iedge. and is found in the work of 

both Bordclge and Schmidt. This knowledge network is a rich and elaborate causal 

network. with considerable reliance on pathophysiological explanations. The rumpiled 

strrgc. also present in both papers. is a more advanced stage. achieved through extensive 

and repeated application of acquired knowledge. This stage contains the elaborate 

knowledge base. which becomes compiled into simplitied causal models that contain 

only higher-level concepts. Schmidt describes two additional stages. iflness und in.rtunce 

scripts. These two levels are richly embedded with clinical experience and specific cases 

in memory. sirniIar in concept to Bordage's "prototypes" @. These prototypes are an 

expert way of categorizing knowledge in memory around key cases or clear examples. It 

is understood that all of these knowledge structures can exist at the same time in the 

memory of a single individual. 
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Observations from the study-s qualitative data lend themselves to our hypothesis 

that the evolution of knowledye-structure from novices to experts is associated with a 

corresponding evoiution of problem solving strategies. Figure la-I demonstrate that in 

general. experts' process scores are generally quite high md higher than those of the non- 

experts. The non-experts in the study were at the stage of final year medical students who 

had actually completed their clerkship but were in the process of studying for their 

licensing cxnminiltion. This is an interesting group to study given that they do have some 

clinical experience but not enough to be classified into Bardage's "compiIed category. 

which aims to a higher level of clinical experience. Theretbre. the best classitication for 

this group is the "elaborated" stage. which may be expected to demonstrate a somewhat 

intermediate stage of clinical reasoning. with use of a mixture of hypothetico-deductive 

and scheme utilization. Subjectively this group in fact did demonstrate such a mixture. 

which is reflected in their frequency distribution in Table 9b and overaIl rnean scheme 

score of 2.04. a value indicative of some scheme utilization in conjunction with 

hypotheticdeductive reasoning. This intermediate stage best tits the label of using 

"primitive schemes". The experts would be considered at the compiIed/script levels. and 

in fact demonstrated both scheme use and pattern recogition as major problem solving 

strategies in Table 9a. as reflected by an ovedI rnean scheme score of 3.24. These 

findings raise the possibility of a defined relationship beween knowtedge-structure and 

problem solving strategy. it must be emphasized these are oniy observations leading to 

theory at this point, as the study was not directly designed to clearfy establish the 

knowledge structure with probiem solving strategy reiationship. 



Table 10: Relationship of Knowledge Structure with Problem Solving Strategy 

1 Knowledge structure Problem solving strategy 1 

! I , 
Reduced I Little or no problem solving 

Dispersed Hy pothetico-deductive 

I Elaborated Primitive Scheme 

Compiled Sclteme 

Illness scripts and instance scripts Pattern recognition 

The left-hand portion of Table I0 is a compiled version of work by Bordage 

and Schmidt h'-h'. The right-hand portion of Table 10 is a proposed model based in part 

on the tindings of this paper and previous work by blandinhi. 

The next point to be extracted from this study is also a qualitative one. and a 

feature of problem solving which was observed in our 40 think-aloud protocols. which 

was not apparent to us at the beginning of the study. From listening to our subjects' 

verbalizations of their problem solving process. it a p p m  that pattern recognition occurs 

in two very distinct forms. which we will label "expert pattern recognition" (EPR) and 

"novice pattern recognition'. (NPR). EPR. when examined deeper by our think-aloud. 

appeared distinctly as a very rapid utilization of a scheme converging to a very certain 

diagnosis. On the contrary. NPR was cIearly not supported by a scheme structure. but 

was merely a sketchy and uncertain attempt at piecing together a few pieces of 
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information. The best example for this was frequently provided by Question 35. a case of 

a patient with apparent ulcerative coIiris (UC). who presents with a cholestatic liver 

enzyme protile. Universally. experts jumped at the diagnosis of primary scierosing 

cholangitis (PSC). a disease with cholestatic liver enzyme elevation that is an 

c.utmintestina1 manifestation of inflammatory bowel disease. Even though the experts 

jumped at this diagnosis. when asked to explain their answer further they then invariably 

took us through the steps of the classic scheme for elevated liver enzymes. that is 

cholcstatic vs. hepatoccllular. extrahepatic vs. intrahepatic cholestasis based on 

ultr~sound, etc. They had essentially. without realizing it. gone through this algorithm 

with the additional piece of information of the ulcerative colitis providing a more rapid 

route to the cnd diagnosis. -4 large part of this form of pattern recognition lies in the 

clinical experiences of the experts in this area which allows for additiona1 npid 

association of the written case with real life cases. a process described by Schmidt as 

"instance scripts". EPR therefore is a npid progression through a scheme, aided by these 

"instance scripts". a concept analogous to the semantic network which bridges experience 

with facts in a very rich manner in experts. 

NPR. on the other hand is not supported by the underlying scheme or clinical 

experience when examined at a deeper IeveI. It is a very superticial linking of the known 

association between UC and PSC. and is frequently not reasoned any deeper than this or 

even a very certain diagnosis. as opposed to the experts who are invariably absolutely 

certain of their diagnosis. This argument is analogous to the discussions occurrine in the 

literature between Regehr and Patel b6.b'. Resehr's commentary related to his experience 
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of viewing a champion tic-tac-toe player who was in fact a chicken. and raised potential 

analogies between medical expertise and the poultry tic-tac-tdt: expert. Patel argued that 

tic-tac-tot: problem solving. in contrary to the more complex medical problem solving. is 

a well-structured task with self-evident options. Both sides of this debate provide some 

potential insight into our proposed separation of expert from novice pattern recognition. 

The chicken. although a tic-tac-toe grandmaster. can be argued to be recognizing patterns 

and re~cting in a rapid. unreflecting manner. and not by carefully exploring possibilities 

at a deeper level. The NPR is in our experience. analogous to the way in which this 

chicken superticially recognizes patterns without a deeper algorithm or approach in 

contrary to what medical experts do when they pattern recognize cases. Another way of 

looking at it is that NPR consists of. as Patel describes. "low-road transfers" which are 

cssentiaIly automated behaviors. while EPR consists of "high-road transfers': which 

occur by intentional mindful abstraction. This being said. it must be noted that on 

occasion. so-called novices can still demonstrate expert pattern recognition. as clearly 

exemplitied by one examinee who. in Question 42. pattern recognized multiple myeloma 

in a contident. expert way. based largely on a very similar clinical scenario she had 

experienced. Likewise some experts demonstrated novice pattern recognition. especially 

when our Gastroenterologists dealt with the nausea and vomiting scenarios. answers to 

which were essentiaIIy metabolic causes and outside of their immediate domain of 

expertise. Perhaps an earlier recognition of this phenomena may have altered our data, by 

actually assigning a process score of '1' rather than a -J to the "apparent" pattern 

recognition displayed by some novices and on occasion experts. 



This area of pattern recognition types opens the door for consideration of tirture 

studies. Firstly. a qualitative project assessing this distinction between NPR and EPR 

would provide useful knowledge with regards to whether this is a real phenomenon. and 

whether EPR truly does retlect a fast progression through an underlying expert scheme. A 

similar think-aloud protocol could be used with pencil-and-paper testing. with specific 

construction of questions aimed at a description of prototypica1 cases that both novices 

and experts could pattern recognize relatively easily. A detailed think-aloud of underIying 

deeper structures or schemes would have to be performed to zet at kvhether this 

distinction is in fact a real phenomenon. tf the distinction between EPR and NPR does 

exist. then our study could be repeated with this distinction in mind. in which case as per 

our process scale EPR would be a -4'. while NPR would be a 'I'. Such a clearer and 

improved scding system may allow a clearer correlation between process and 

examination scores. and could in fact reveal some differences between various 

examination formats. Along those lines. we have come to the realization that the 

Elimination-type format. by asking to eliminate a specific diagnosis. may in fact 

encourage h ypothetico-deductive or NPR type of reasoning. These questions. in further 

study. should be moditied by asking the examinee. for example. -'Why did you eliminate 

the motility causes of dysphayia*'. This. and perhaps the creation of newer formats. may 

succeed to a greater extent at matching examination questions to our curricular structure. 

E )  Studv Limitations and Final Summarv 

filere are a number of limitations of this study that need to be pointed out. Firstly. 

as already indicated. the observers of the think-aloud may have mistakenly labeled novice 
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pattern recognition as a '4' in the process scde. which may have muditled the results. 

Secondly. the think-aloud judges anived at their process score by mutual agreement. and 

thus the initial individual scores of the judges were not used or analyzed. These judges 

were not blinded to the examinees' final diagnosis. which does have the potential to alter 

their view of the cognitive process in think-aloud. Also. though the stems designed for 

the three formats in each clinical presentation were almost identical. there were subtle but 

potentially imponant dityerences in the key pieces of information in these questions. 

which could alter the results. especially the comparisons between formats. Finally. the 

positive results seen with scheme utilization and increased diagnostic success need to be 

clearly interpreted as a correlation and not causal st'fect at this point. There may be other 

hidden factors that could very well explain this positive ett'ect. 

Theret'ore. in summary. the goal of this paper was to explore the tield of clinical 

reasoning in medicine. with an initial presentation of the literature behind the University 

0fCalgat)i.s adoptior. of a clinical presentations curriculum and their associated schemes. 

For this curriculum to succeed. a method of evaluation that specitically tests Lbr the 

utilization of schemes needs to be found. Although our three formats did not ditTer 

siyniticantly. it is encouraging to note that all three formats did in fact achieve a measure 

of higher cognition and specitically scheme utilization testing. The tbrmats also achieved 

acceptable psq.chometric properties. Also encouraging is that the traditional. et'flcient and 

reliable tive-option klultiple-choice format. when carefully constructed. can achieve the 

desired goai of testing for scheme utilization and therefore will remain the mahod of 
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choice in our curriculum. with perhaps more experimenting with the other two formats or 

even development of newer strategies. 

Scheme utilization for knowledge representation and problem solving remains 

well hunded in cognitive psychology. supported in the literature. and should be 

continued as n potentially very powerful means of education for both undergraduate and 

postgraduate training. This study provides direct evidence of a correlation between 

examination success and use of schemes in problem solving. This study also provides 

added evidence that experts do in hct use schemes md strong pattern recognition instead 

of hvpotheticu-deductive reasoning. and that non-expsm also use schemes but not as 

strongly as the experts. Non-experts. as opposed to experts. are intluenced by the clinical 

presentation and specitic case in their scheme utilization. For experts. scheme utilization 

is almost universal. but we cannot ignore that experience is a strong component of expert 

problem solving. and in a few e ~ m p l e s  our experts chose diagnoses that were contrary to 

their actual scheme. because of recent clinical experiences. Scheme utilization is not 

necessarily always a clear-cut phenomenon given the complexities and variability of 

human character and personai experiences. Therefore. in presenting schemes in a 

cumcuium. it is important to allow flexibility in the schemes presented and encourage 

personal moditications of these schemes. given that medical students can benetit from 

this cognitive elaboration of their own schemes. as weil as could potentially resent being 

"told what to do". This was exempiified best to us by one of our student examinees. who 

at the very beginning of the think-aloud said rather defiantly " I don't use schemes!" 

However. as we proceeded with the think-aloud. it k c m e  apparent to us that she did in 
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fact use schemes. When this was pointed out to her. she said "well I don't use your 

schemes". which was in fact true. Therefore. although the approach of teaching schemes 

is sound and advantageous in our opinion. it needs to be accomplished with carehl 

consideration of properIy evaluating for scheme use. as well as taking into account the 

need for personal decision-making by the students in their utilization. 
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APPENDIX ,A: Exarn~Ie of a Scheme for the Clinical Presentation "Dvsohaaia" '* 
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Essentially. five questions wilI Iead to one of the six major diagnoses: 

1) Ditticulty initiating the swalIow or "sticking" once it has passed the throat? 

2) Dysphagia to solids done or solids and liquids? 

3 ) Intermittent dysphqia or progressive? 

4) Is there associated weight loss? 

5 )  ts there associated heartburn? 



GPPENnlX R: Cornnaris n of Problem Solvine Stratecia '' 
Sudden increase in creatinine I 

-- 
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flgm 2. Cornparisan af the wareti-and-scan (top panel) and schemedriven 
@omDm pawl) ?om of inquirj applied to a @ern with an acute rise in 
serum crsatinine. In Ute top panel, variaus dbpnastfc psiiilities am the 
rsadt of hypothesis pcnention; tnc lw-hcaded  am^ indicate mat each 
lypamesis is tested in turn The bottom panel shows an example of me 
scheme approprate to the pmbfem being so(ued. Such schemes an useful 
tor students' infannatron storage and learning but ara also used m sotve 
dhgnostlc pmblcms. S i n c e  far each anow an inquiry is possible that will 
dim subsequent inquiries in the agpmpriate direction. The dashed amnn 
represents 'pattern ncognitfon,' a means of reaching a diinosis that daes 
not invalue the cognitin pmeess of pmblem solving shown in either panel 
but 'hMead npnsgnts experts' (wmmon) or sadem' (are) labeling of me 
condition based upon prior experience. 

(with permission fiom h e  authors) 



APPENDIX C: Twelve Ouestions Used in the Studv, Grouped Per Clinical 

Presentation 

Question #I: Elevated Liver Enzymes FORiiAT: Elimination-type question 

A 28 year-old womnn' is found. on a routine physical exmination for insurance 
purposes. w have elevated liver enzymes. The laboratory work and ultrasound report is 
sent with her and is lbund below. She has not had her enzymes checked before as far as 
she knws. She complains of intense itchiness throughout her body2. but is othenvise 
asympromatic~'. Specifically. she has no complaints of jaundice4. abdominal paini. weight 
lossh. diarrhea or blood in her stools'. nor docs she have a history of fever/chills or night 
sweats! Shr has never had hepatitis". She drinks one or ttvo drinks of alcohol per week"' 
but dtltlicrs high-risk sexual behnviour or IV drug use". She has not had a tattoo or a 
blood tnnst'usion". She has no history of skin changes'. nor any neuro~o~icrtl'~. 
cardiovascular" or nspirawry diseascsIh. 
Her pit medical history is significant for hypothyroidism. occasional migraines and 

cholecvstcct~mv'7. She is on Acivil PRN h r  headaches. Synthroid. but no other 
medications including OTCs and herbals". She smokes !I: ppd'4. She is married with ttbo 
children and works as a lawyer. She has recently purchased a cat for her daughter2". 
There is no hmily history of liver disease" 

Physic31 examination is unremarkable'?. She looks well. with no skin 
changcsrjtlundicr, There are no stigmata of chronic liver disea~es'~. Head and neck. chest. 
cardiovascular and abdominal exam are completely normal. 

LABS: I ) CBC. electrolytes. creatinine. albumin. WR. bilirubin normal'J 
1) XLK PHOS. 555 (30-130). GGT 390 ( 11-63). .4LT 74 ( t -60). AST 64 ( I -55)" 

3 )  ULTRASOUND: Liver. bile ducts are normal. Other structures are normal. 
GaiIbladder has been removed " 

1)  What two features might lead you to specifically eliminate option J) (from the list 
below) as a possible diagnosis: 

2) Sclcct the most likely diagnosis from the list below: 
A) Alcoholic liver disease 
B) Alpha-l antitrypsin deficiency 
C) Autoimmune hepatitis 
D Cholmgiocarcinoma Please describe Itowpu arrived at tlttlse answers 
E) Choledoc holithiasis 
F) Chronic Hepatitis B 
G) Chronic Hepatitis C 
HI Congenital biliary atresia 



I) Drug-induccd cholestasis 
i) Genetic hemochromatosis 
K) Gilbert's syndrome 
L) Lymphoma of liver 
bI) Pancre~tic cancer 
N)  Primar~, biliary cirrosis 
0 )  Primary sclerosing cholangitis 
P) Wilson's disease 

Question #5 Elevated Liver Enzymes FORMAT: Multiple-choice question 

A 38 ymr-old man is found, on a routine physical examination for insurance 
purposes. to have elevated liver enzymes. The laboratory work and ultrasound report is 
sent with him and is hund below. He has not had his enzymes chccked before as far as 
he knows. He is completelv asymptomatic currently. other than his usual four or tive 
loose stools per dav. which are sometimes bloody. Specitically. he has no complaints of 
itchiness. jaundice. abdominal pain or weight loss. nor does he have a history of 
fever~chills or night sweats. He has never had hepatitis. He drinks three to four drinks of 
alcohol per week. but denies high-risk sexual behaviour or IV drug use. He has not had a 
tattoo or a blood tnnst'usion. He has no history of skin changes. nor any neurological. 
cardiovascular or respiratory diseases. 
His past medical history is significant for cholecystectomy. as well as a diagnosis of 

"colitis" 10 years ago that was treated with two months of a "cortisone-type" drug. He 
takes Tylenol PRN for tibromyalgia. but no other medication including OTCs and 
herbals. He smokes 1 ppd. He is a single pipe fitter. who has been exposed to asbestos in 
the past. There is no family history of liver disease. 

Physical examination is unremarkable. He looks well. with no skin 
changedjaundice. There are no stigmata of chronic liver diseases. Head and neck. chest. 
cardiovascular and abdominal exam are completely normal. 

LABS: I ) CBC. electrolytes. creatinine. albumin, INR bilirubin normal 
2 )  ALK PHOS. 678 (30-1 30). GGT 393 ( 1 1-63). ALT 88 ( 1-60), AST 95 ( 1-55) 

3 ) ULTRt\SOUND: Liver. bile ducts are normal. Other structures are normal. 
Gallbladder has been removed. 

1 )  What is the most likely diagnosis for this patient? 

A) Primary sclerosing cholangitis 
B) Cholcdocholithiasis 
C )  Chronic Hepatitis C 
D) Primap biliary cirrhosis 
E) Drug- induced cholestasis 

PIeasc describe Itow you arrived at this answer 



Question #9: Elevated Liver Enzymes FORMAT: Extended-matching question 

A 55 year-old man is found. on a routine physical examination to have elevated liver 
enzymes. The laboratory work and ultrasound repon is sent with him and is found below. 
He has not had his enzymes checked before as fx as he knows. He is completely 
asymptomatic. with no complaints ot'itchiness. jaundice. abdominal pain or weight loss. 
He has no diarrhea blood in his stools. feverfchills or night sweats. He has never had 
hepatitis. He drinks no alcohol whatsoever. and denies high-risk sexual behavior or IV 
drug use. He has not had a tattoo or a blood transfusion. He has no history of skin 
changes, nor any neurological. cardiovascular or respiratory diseases. 
His past medical history is significant for a cholecystectomy. He has chronic 

schizophrenia trzated with chlorpromazine. and takes Aspirin occasionally for leg 
cramps. He had a pneumonia four weeks ago. treated with I4 days ot'.i\moxicillin He is 
on no other medications. including OTCs and herbals. He smokes 2 ppd. He lives in a 
group home. is unemployed. and has been exposed to other residents with a flu recently. - 
There is no family history of liver disease. 

Physical txamination is unremarkable. He Iooks well. with no skin 
changcs!jaundicc. There arc. no stigmata of chronic liver diseases. Head and neck. chest, 
cardiovascular and abdominal exam are completely normal. 

LABS: I ) CBC. electrolytes. creatinine. albumin. INR bilirubin normal 
2 )  .4LK PHOS. 452 (30-130). GGT 690 ( I  1-63). ALT 98 (1-60). AST 92 (1-55) 

3) ULTRASOLrND: Liver. bile ducts arc normai. Other structures are normal. 
Gallbladder has been removed. 

I ) Select the most likely diagnosis from the list below: 

A)  Alcoholic liver disease 
B) Alpha- l antitrypsin deficiency 
C) Autoimmune hepatitis Plvarr describe how you arrived at tl~is answer 
D) C holangiocarcinoma 
E) Choledocholithiasis 
F) Chronic Hepatitis B 
G )  Chronic Hepatitis C 
H) Congenital biliary atresia 
I) Drug-induced cholestasis 
5) Genetic hemochromatosis 
K) Gilbert's syndrome 
L) Lymphoma of liver 
M) Pancreatic cancer 
N) Primary bilixy cirrosis 
0)  Primary sclerosing cholangitis 
P) Wilson's disease 



Question #2: Nausea and Vomiting FORMAT: Multiple-choice Question: 

A 62 year-old male presents to the Emergency Department with a two-week history of 
nausea and vomiting. Prior to this. he had never had any such symptoms. He denies any 
history of heartburn. dysphagia or abdominal pain. He feels hungry at times. and has 
taken in extra nutritional supplements to maintain his weight. He denies any diarrhea. 
blood in his stools. and has no night sweats. fevers. headaches or diplopia. 
His family history is unremarkable. His past history is signiticant for back pain. 

diagnosed as osteoporosis-related vertebra1 fiactures. hypothyroidism (on Synthroid). and 
depression (on Prozac). He has no other medicaVsurgica1 history. and takes no 
medications other than Advil as needed for back pains. He is a non-smoker. non-drinker 
and is a retired carpenter. His physical examination reveals some pallor. but is otherwise 
completely normal. 

LABS: 1 )  HB: 88 ( 1 j 7 -  180). normocytic: WBC. platelets normal 
2 )  Electrolytus. bicarbonate normal. glucose normal: crcatinine 185 (was 168 two 
months ago): albumin 20 (35401: calcium 1.60 (2.0-1.50): lipase. magnesium arc normal. 

I ) What is the most likely diagnosis for this patient'? 

A)  Peptic ulcer disease 
B) Hypercalcemia tiom multiple myeloma 
C) Acute pancreatitis 
D) Diabetic ketoacidosis 
E) Adrenal insutliciency ANS: 

Please describe Iro w you arrived at this answer 



Question #6: Nausea and Vomiting FORMAT: Elimination-type Question: 

A 58 year-old male' presents to the Emergency Department with a two-week histoe of 
nausea and vomiting-. Prior to this. he had never had any such symptoms.' He denies any 

3 history of heartburn . dysphagia5 or abdominal pain6. He feels hungry at times. and has 
taken in extra nutritional supplements to maintain his weight7. He denies any diarrhed 
blood in his stool$'. and has no night sweats. feversi! headaches or diplopia" His Emily 
history is unremarkable". 
His past history is signiticant for emphysema." He was discharged from hospital seven 
weeks ago on VentolinlBeclofortc putyers and 8 tablets of prednisone'". His breathing 
improved three weeks ago and he stopped all of his medications". He is a chronic 
schizophrenic (on Haloperidol) but has no other health problems'h. He smokes 2 ppd for 
40 years. but does not drink alcohol" He is a retired welder. His physical 
examinationlxis consistent with emphysema (barrel chest. purse-lipped breathing. 
decreased lung sounds throughout) but is otherwise completely normal. 

LABS: I ) IlB. WBC. platelets normal" 
1) Sodiun~ 120 ( 135-1-15). potassium 5.8 (2.5-5.0) bicarbonate 20 (35-30): chloride 90: 

' 0  glucose normal. creatininr: normal' 
Albumin. calcium. lipase. magnesium are all normal" 

I ) What two fr~turcs might lend you to specifically eiiminate option B) (from the list 
below) as a possible diagnosis: 

2) Select the most likely diagnosis from the list below: 

Please describe how you arrived at tlrese answm 

A) Acute renal failure 
B) Acute pancreatitis 
C) Adrenal insutliciency 
D) Bilicm; colic 
E l  Colonic carcinoma 
F) Crohn's disease 
G) Diabetic ketoacidosis 
H) Drug-induced vomiting 
I) Hypercalcemia from multiple myeioma 
J) Peptic ulcer disease 
K) Pituitary apoplexy 
L) Pontine glioma 
bt) Psychogenic vomiting 
N )  Retlus esophagi tis 
0 )  Small bowel obstruction 



Question #lo: Nausea and Vomiting FORMAT: Extended-matching Question: 

A 54 year-old male presents to the Emergency Department with a nvo-week history of 
nausea and vomiting. Prior to this. he had never had any such symptoms. He has  vague 
upper abdominal pain. but denies any history of heartburn or dysphagia He feels hungry 
at times. and has taken in extra nutritional supplements to maintain his weight. He denies 
any diarrhea. blood in his stools. and has no night sweats. fevers. headaches or diplopia. 
His family history is unremarkable. 
His past history is significant tbr a "slight stroke" three years ago (no residual deficits). 

at which time he was found to be a diabetic. He has changed his diet for his diabetes but 
is on no medications other then Valium as needed tbr m~ie ty  attacks. He has no other 
health problems. He is a non-smoker and does not drink alcohol. He is a retired lawyer. 
His physical examination is normal except for dehydration. 

LABS: 1 ) HB. WBC, platelets normal 
2) Sodium I22 ( 135-145). potassium 3.4 (3.5-5.0) bicarbonate 8 (25-30): chloride 90: 
gIucuse 19.5. creaininc 105: albumin. calcium. magnesium. lipclsc are all normal. 

Select the most likely diagnosis from the list below: 

A )  Acute renal failure 
B) i\cutt: pancrcatitis Please describe Itow you arrived at this ansrver 
C) Adrenal insufticienc~ 
D) Biliilp colic 
E) Colonic carcinoma 
F)  Crohn's disease 
G1 Diabetic ketoacidosis 
H1 Drupinducrd vomiting 
I )  tlypercalcemia from multiple myeloma 
J) Peptic ulcer disease 
K) Pituitary apoplexy 
L) Pontine gliomn 
kt) Psychosenic vomiting 
N) Retlux esophagitis 
0)  Small bowel obstruction 



Question #3: Chronic Diarrhea FORMAT: Multiple-choice Question: 

A 35 year old woman presents with a one year history of diarrhea. She 
describes her stools are 10 - 12 profuse. watery bowel movements per day. with no blood 
in her stools. She is eating we11 but has lost IS Ibs. over the last year. She has no 
abdominal pain. She is unsure if her stooIs are oily. but they are difficult to tlush. She is 
otherwise perfectly well. with no previous surgeries. She smokes !4 pack a day but does 
not drink alcohol. She has never traveled. camped or drank well water. Her family 
histor): reveals an aunt with ulcerative colitis. Examination is unremarkable except for 
pallor. Stool- C & S. 0 & P and C.diff. are all negative. Laboratory work shows a 
microcytic anemia (Hb 95. mcv 63). with low ferritin. but normal B 12 and folate levels. 

I ) What is the most likely diagnosis for this patient? 

A )  Celiac cliseasc' 
B) Cmhn's colitis 
C )  Villous adenomn of rectum 
D) Pancreatic insufficiency 
E)  Bacterial overgrowth ANS: 

Please describe /row you arrived at this answer 



Question #7: Chronic Diarrhea FORMAT: Extended-matching Question: 

A 33 year old woman presents with a one year history of diarrhea. She describes her 
stools as 10 - 12 profuse. water bowei movements per day with no blood in her stools. 
She is eating well. but has lost 20 Ibs. over the last year. She has no abdominal pain. Her 
sometimes sees oil droplets in her stool. and they are very dit'ficult to flush. She had a 
surgery t'or stomach ulcers at age 20. and had a repeat surgery five years later for "bile 
uastritis". She is otherwise healthy. She smokes K pack per day but does not drink 
b 

alcohol. She has not drank well water. and has not traveled or gone camping recently. Her 
family history is siyniticant for two cousins with Crohn's disease. Examination is 
unremarkable. Stool. C & S, 0 & P and C.ditT. are all negative. Her CBC shows a 
macrocytic anemia ( hb 108. mcv I 10) with a normal ferritin. but low B 12 and elevated 
folatr levels. 

Select the most likely diagnosis tiom the list berow: 

A )  Bacterial overgrowth 
B) Celiac disease 
C) Collagenous colitis Please describe how you arrived at tlzis answer 
D) Crohn's colitis 
E) Crohn's ileitis 
F) Colonic carcinoma 
G) Factitious diarrhea 
HI Giardiasis 
I )  Ischemic colitis 
J) Irritable bowel syndrome 
K) Lactose intolerance 
L )  Pancreatic insutriciency 
bt ) Shigslla dysentery 
N ) Villous adenoma of rectum 
0) Viral gastroenteritis 



Question #I  I: Chronic Diarrhea FORibIAT: Elimination-type Question: 

A 39 year old woman' presents with a one year history of diarrhea.' She describes her 
stools as 10 - 12 profuse. watery bowel movements per day. with no blood in her 
sto01s.~ She is not eating well because ofabdominal pain after eating and has lost 15 Lbs. 
over the last year." She says that she sees oil droplets in her stool. and they are dificult to 
tlush.'She is otherwise well.' with no previous surgeries.' She smokes % pack per day'" 
and admits to drinking l Ooz of rye per day since her teenage years.' ' She has not 
traveled. dnnk well water or pone camping." Her family history reveals a brother with 
Crohn's disease''. Examination reveals some mild periumbilical tendcrne~s'~. Stool. C 
& S. O B P  and C.di Ware all negative1' 
LAB: CBC shows a macrocytic anemia (hb 1 10. mcv 108). with a normal ferritin and 
folate but low B 12 levels." 

1 ) What three features might lead you to specitically eliminate option D) (from the list 
below) 3s a possible diagnosis: 

2 )  Select the most likely diagnosis from the list below: 

A )  Bacterial overgrowth 
B) Celiac disease Please describe /row you arrived at tlressr answers 
C) Collagenuus colitis 
D) Crohn's colitis 
E) Crohn's ileitis 
F) Colonic carcinoma 
G) Factitious diarrhea 
H) Giardiasis 
I)  Ischemic colitis 
I) Irritable bowel syndrome 
K) Lactose intolemce 
L) Pancreatic insutllciency 
M) Shigella dysentery 
N) Viflous adenoma of rectum 
0) Vinl gastroenteritis 



Question #-I: Dysphrgia FORMAT: Elimination-type Question: 

A 58 year old male3 presents with a one year history of food 
'Tticking" retrosternally after he swallows.@ This occurs only with solid bods.@ This 
docs not occur with every meal. and in fact he describes 5 - 6 episodes over the last 
year.9 He has had no hemburn:3 or weight loss. (61 He has not had any chest pains.B 
His past history reveals Hodgkin's disease treated when he was 22 years old and 
apparentIy cured. He has no other health problems. is on no medications. and is a lifetime 
non-smoker. rij Physical examination is unremarkabIe.iB 

1 ) Wh~t  two features might lead you to specitically eliminate option A) (from the list 
below) as a possible diagnosis: 

7 )  Select the most likely diagnosis from the list below: 

A)  .-\chalasia 
B) Amq;otrophic lateral sclerosis 
C) Diffuse esophageal spasm Please describe how you arrived at tlrese anslwrs 
D) Esophageal cancer 
E) Lower esophageal ring 
F) Nutcnc kcr esophagus 
G )  Peptic stricture 
H) Psychogenic dysphagia 
I ) Scleroderma 
J) Zrnkrr's diverticulum 
K) Extrinsic esophageal compression 



Question #a: Dysphagia FORMAT: Multiple-choice Question: 

A 62 year old male presents with a one year history of food 
"sticking" retrostemally after he swallows. This occurs only with solid foods. He feels 
that it is getting increasingly more frequent and noticeable. He says that he has had bad 
heartburn for the last 3 years. partiaRy helped with ranitidine. His weight has been steady. 
and he has had no chest pain. His past history reveals a partial thyroidectomy 20 yeas 
ago for a benign adenoma. He has had no other health problems. is on no medications and 
is a lifetime non-smoker. Physical examination is unremarkable. 

What is the most likely diagnosis for this patient? 

A )  Achalasia 
B) Scleroderma 
C) Esophageal cancer 
D) Lower esophageal ring 
E) Peptic stricture 

Plruse describe 110 w you arrived a? tlrk answer 



Question #12: Dysphagia FORMAT: Extended-matching Question: 

A 38 year old man presents with a one year history of food 
"sticking" retrostemally after he swallows. From the onset. this has occurred with both 
solids and liquids. Initially. this was occurring once a week. but now it is occurring with 
every meal. He has lost 10 Ibs. since this started. He experiences hemburn only rarely. 
and gers infrequent vague. mild chest pains. His past history is negative except for a 
"spoi' on his lungs on chest x-ray. investigated and felt to benign. He is on no 
medications. and smokes 2 ppd for 20 years. Physical exam is unremarkable. 

Select the most Likely diagnosis from the list below: 

A )  Achalasia 
B) Amyotrophic latcral sclerosis 
C )  Di ffust. t.sophagea1 spasm 
D ) Esophageal cancer 
E) Lower esophageal ring 
F) Nutcracker esophagus 
GI Peptic stricture 
H) Psychogenic dysphayia 
I )  Sclerodemn 
J) Zenker's diveniculum 
K)  Extrinsic esophageal compression 

Please describe Itow you arrived at this answer 



APPENDIX D: blethods Attempted to Replace the Think-aloud 

For both these methods. a scenario was presented to the examinees. from which 

they bere asked: "which person (Gary. Paula. Henry. Sally) most resembles how you 

arrived at your diagnosis tbr each particular question". For this. Gary represents the 

problem solving strategy of 'guessing'. while Henry represents *hypothetico-deductive 

reasoning'. Sally 'scheme use' and Paula 'pattern recognition'. 

The two scenarios that were tried are as follows. 

1 ) The "BBQ'. Illethod (used in the pilot study) 

On a hot summer long weekend. four barbecue (BBQ) repairpersons from the 

same repair company were asked to assess four different dysfunctional BBQs. ail of 

which had the same problem: the burner will not light. After assessing the situation. ail 

four tind (and tix) the exact same problem on all bur BBQs: spiders blocked one of the 

Vrnturi tubes. These Venturis are the L-shaped tubes connecting the BBQ's burner to the 

valve outkt (i.e. control knobs): the valve outlet itself receives the gas from the gas 

cylinder. A diagram is attached to explain the BBQ parts mentioned. 

i)  Gary: "1 really was not entirely certain what the problem was. but it 

seemed to me that the Venturis would be the most likely culprii'. 

i i )  Paula: " I have seen spiders clog up these tubes so many times at this 

time of year. that I knew it had to be the Venturis". 

iii) Henry:" I tirst looked For a problem with the gas cylinder. then went to 

the gas hose. When I didn't find the problem there. I moved through to 

the valve outlet. then the Venturis. where I found the problem". 
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iv) Sally: "I let the BBQ's hissing sound guide me: if  it is there. then the 

problem is at or after the valve: if it is absent. the problem is before the 

valve. either the hose or cylinder. This BBQ was hissing. so I looked at 

areas atier the valve. md Found the clogged Venturi". 

1) The "Crying Baby" Method 

A group of four parents. each with hisher baby. were meeting to discuss issues 

relating to their neighborhood- Suddenly. all four babies began to cry. Quickly. each 

baby's parent assessed the crying. and eventually all concluded that their baby was crying 

because of fatigue. The babies *ere put to bed. and the crying stopped. When asked how 

they arrived at the conclusion that their baby was crying due to fatigue. the four parents 

explained: 

i )  Gary: " I reafiy had no idea why my boy was crying. but took my best 

guess that he rvas tired" 

ii) Paula: " The pitch and intensity of my girl's crying allowed me to 

directly recognize that this could be due to nothing else but fatigue'. 

iii) Henry: " t proceeded by a process of elimination: 

-Is she hungv? When feeding her didn't work. I moved on to option #2 

-Is her diaper wet'? Changing her didn't work. so I moved on to option $3 

-Is she warrn/cold? She didn't fee1 warm or cold. so I moved to option # 

-IS she tired: by process of elimination. 1 put her to bed and the crying stopped." 



iv) Sally: '- When my baby cries. I use the following algorithm: 

Crying 

Internal factors External factors 
A n 

Wet diaper htigue noises temperature 

Knowing I had just fed my baby. 1 proceeded to the "full stomach" arm. There 

were clearly no external factors. so the answer had to lie in the "internal factors". The 

diaper was dry. so fatigue had to be the answer" 



APPENDIX E: Details of Data and Statistical Analvses 

I )  Initial Raw Data Set 
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2a) Raw Data Means and Standard Deviations by Score (20 expert subjects) 

I 

! 
1 Clinical Question Formar 1 Score i Mean Score i Standard Deviation 

i 

I Presentation / I I 1 
' Elevated Liver Score l i 

1 
i O 1 Enzymes 1 Multiple-choice 1 Score 2 1 I -000 

1 ! Score 3 1 ,8875 
i O 

I ! .I276 1 
i Score I j .9500 1 2336 I 

! Extendcd- 
1 

Score 2 1 .9500 2236 , 
! i matching , Score j , .8375 .?-I70 

1 Score I 1 -9000 
I 

2078 : Elimination - t y p  Score 2 ; .9250 2447 
I 

I I Score 3 : .7750 .2470 
i Nausea & ; Score 1 ' 1.000 0.000 
! Vomiting btultiple-choice Score 2 : 1.000 0.000 

Score 3 .7875 .3652 
, Score I . .9500 2 3 6  

Estended- , Score1 , ,9500 
matching Score 5 ,8625 

score I I .OOO 0.000 
Elimination-type I Score 2 ' 1.000 0.000 - .  

: Score 3 , .a500 ; 3075 
t Diarrhea I SCOR I .9500 i .2236 

1 

1 Multiple-choice Score 1 .9500 / .2236 
I i Score 3 : .7375 I -5086 

I Score I I .OOO 1 0.000 
1 .ooo : 0.000 1 Extsnded- Score 2 

1 

! I Score j . ,9000 ; .I885 / matching 

I 1 Score I i 1 .OOO ; 0.000 ! 
I i Eliminationtype i Score ? i 1.000 I 0.000 

I I Score 3 j 3000 / 2379 1 
1 Dysphagia i Score I , i.MO 1 0.000 
I j Multiple-choice 1 0.000 1 

I 1 I .8375 1 -1'3 
1 

I Score I 1 .7500 i . W 3  I 
i ; Score 1 i -7500 I .JJU i Extended- 

I ; matching / Score 3 ! -7875 j .I678 ! 
! 
! j Score 1 ; .9500 1 .I539 

Elimination-tvp / Score 2 1 .9500 
1 

1 .I539 1 
; Score ; i .7 500 j 2433 1 - 



2b) Raw Data Means and Standard Deviations bv Score (20 non-exuen subiectsl 

; Clinical I ! I 

: Mean Score I Standard Deviation ( Presentation Question Fonnat i Score I 

Elevated I ' Score I A500 j .5 lW 
Liver ! klultiple-choicc Score 2 ! .7000 I 2991 

! .2670 I Enzymes i Score 2 : .3 125 
! 
1 Score I ; .8500 1 3663 
I Extended-matching Score 1 i .9000 / 2616 - 

I Score 3 1 .5 175 B 3670 
, Score I ; -4500 i .4840 

I 
I Elimination-type , Score 2 -3500 
I 

' .426 1 
I 
I Score 3 . jOOO I .3104 
I Nausea t Score I .9000 .j078 

Vomiting bluitiple-cho~cr Score 1 ,9000 3078 
Score 3 .4000 .U72 
Scare I -9500 -2236 

Extended-matching Score 2 -9750 I .I118 
I SCOR j .8 125 .56 I 6  

1 SCOR 1 .a750 275 1 

Elimination-type Score 2 ,8750 275 1 
I , Score 2 .7250 .4 I18 
: Diarrhea j Score I .6500 .489J 
I Multiple-choice Score 2 : -7000 I .-MI3 I 
I ! Score 3 / 2750 i 291; I , , 

; Score I 1 -0500 I 2326 
1 1 Extended-matching : Score 2 : 5250 1 .I118 1 
I I Score 3 ! .3250 / 3046 1 

L , I Score I , 3750 275 1 
I 

I 1 Elimination-tvpe , Score? .830 3726 ~ 1 1752 I i SCOR 3 8 .6ooo I 

I Dysphagia i Score I ; .4000 I SO26 
I Multiple-choice I Score 1 -6000 .3839 

j I 
I 

I 
I :Score3 1.613 1 .3?9? 

\ I i Score I ; .5000 1 :::: i 
I 

1 I Extended-matching Score 3 j 3500 
I 

! 
Score 3 1 5625 ! 2910 

1 

I : Score 1 1 .6250 ! 3931 
I I Elimination-type Score 2 1 -6000 1 4168 

I 
I I I ! Score 3 ' .4875 1 2865 

3 )Statistical Details Related to Research Ouestion $1 

3a) Groupings of the Process Scores: Frequency Tables 

i) Experts (n=20) 



0-1 ( I )  I 
' Elimination- GuesslDeductive 

Question Scheme I Liver 
' Diarrhea / Dysphagia 1 

I Format ! 
, blultiple- 0-1 ( 1  ) I O l 3  ' 2  I O 

I 

choice I Guess/Deductive , 1 I 

i 
I 2-3 (2) Scheme i 9 
I 14 10 I I3 
I 
I I 4 (3) Pattern 1 I I 13 i I I 

I I i Recowition I I 
[ 1 

Extended- 0- 1 ( I ) 12 I I i '  I 

I 

matching GuessIDeductive , I 

2-3 (2) Scheme 12 i 4  1 1  I 13 
4 (3) Pattern 7 ! I4 8 i j 

I 
Recognition I 

1 

I 2-3 ( 2 )  Scheme ' 8  ' 3  
I : 5 

i i)  Non-Experts (n=20) 

I4 

I Question Scheme Liver I N&V , Diarrhea 1 Dysphagia 
1 Format I I 1 

4 (3) Pattern ! 1 1  / IS ' 14 
I I Recoenition I I 

I 

i matching I GuessiDeductive 1 ! I 1 

1 2-3 (2) Scheme i 8 / 1 
I 

! r i 4 13 i 
I i 4 (3) Pattern j 4 i IS I - 3 I ! 

i 1 choic; I GuessIDeductive 
2-3 (2) Scheme # 10 ' 7  I _ 6 
J (3) Pattern 1 4  16 I 

I I 1 Recognition I I I 

8 Extended- i 0- I ( I ) i 8  / A  I I4 

1 i I 1 Recognition I I 

, 0-1 (1) 1 12 16 16 : 7 I 

I 

10 I 

4 1 
I 

i 
6 

1 Elimination- 1 Guess/Deductive 1 1 1 
i type i 2-3 ( 2 )  Scheme I 8 ! 1 17 

1 
13 i . . . , 

I 

1 4 (3)  Pattern j 0 / I3 
I I 
I i Recognition ! I / I 0 



3b) Details of kIANOVA Calculations Related to Table 5 

i )  2x3~3  btultiple Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Nan-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Multiple Choice Scores on a 

Nausea & Vomiting Clinical Presentation 

i i )  2 x 3 ~ 2  hlultiple Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Multiple Choice Scores on a 

Diarrhea Clinical Presentation 

Df MS F I P 
4 

I 
Experv Non-Expert I (1.34) .0394 ; .4Ol8 : N S 

Process 1 (2.34) .0463 ' 4718 : N S 

Score 1 (1.341 -.OOOO -- - ---- 
I 

Expert u Process 1 (2.34) .0463 .47 1 8 NS 
I 

Expert u Score 1 ( 1.34) 1 .OOOO 1 N S 
I 

Process u Score I (2.34) -.OOOO 1 

Expert x Process u Score 

, I 
2-34) -.OOOO 1 

ExpervNon-Expert 

Process - 
Score 

Expert x Process 

Expert x Score 

Process x Score 

Expert x Process x Score 

Df ; MS i F I P 
I I 

I1.W) i .a251 ' .0973 1 N S 
I 

I 
(2.34) j 3613 i 2.179 i N S 

1 I 
I 

(1.34) ; .0038 ! .5835 N S 
I I I 

(2.34) / 2342 i .9093 ! N S 

I 
(1.34) 1 .OOX 1 5835 i NS 

I i 

(13) .OOI5 / 2340 1 N S 

(2.34) 
I 

.do15 3 4 0  1 NS 
i 
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i i i )  2 x 3 ~ 1  bIultipie .Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dic hotomous and Partial Dichotomous Multiple Choice Scores on a Liver 

Enzyme Clinical Presentation 

iv) 2 ~ 3 x 2  bIultiple Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Multiple Choice Scores on o 

Dysphayia Clinical Presentation 

i 

t 

E.~perriNon-Expen 

Process 

Score --- -.-- 

Df I MS F I P 
I I 

( I .  34) 4 1 9.547 i .OW' 
I I 

(2.34) 269 j 1.741 j NS 
I 
i I 

( 1.34) ---- .l?2 I 16.38 I j .000' -------- - 

ExperVNon-Expen 

Process 

Process x Score 

Expen n Process x Score 

Df i MS 1 F ! P 
I ! 

(1.34) i 1.866 11.551 i .001' 
t 
i 

(2.34) 1 .655 ! 4.054 1 -026. 

(2.34) 1 -.0000 .847 N S 
! 

(1.34) : -.OOOO I .670 i N S I 

I 

Expen x Process 1 I1.Y) ,250 1.619 N S 

Score 

Expert n Process (234) -.OOOO [ 
I 

E x p r t  x Score 1134) 1 .I49 1 8.876 / .00.5. 
I 

Process x Score (234) -.OOOO -194 I NS 

J Expert x Process K Score (2.34) i -.OOOO i 355 Ns 

Expert u Score (1.34) I .I64 : 9.851 .003' 
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V) 2 ~ 3 x 2  blultiplt. Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Extended Matching Scores on a 

Elevated Liver Enzymes Clinical Presentation 

vilZx3x2 ivIultiple Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Extended Matching Scores on a 

Nausea & Vomiting Clinical Presentation 

1 D f  MS I F , P I 

ExperrjNon-Expen 

Process 

I 
? 

(1.34) I ,0410 2735  1 NS 
I i 

(2.34) j .0877 ! 3856 N S 

I D f  i MS 

Score .*.-- ------------- I ( 1.34) 0046 ,7077 --- N S - 
! 

Expen k Process , (2.34) , .a458 3059 N S 
! I I 

Expert u Score 1 (1.34) : .0046 .7077 N S  
1 

Process .( Score / (2.34) ! .0018 i ,2783 , N S  - I 
Expert u Process r Score I (2.34) ,0018 . y g 3  i N S 

F P 

ExpeivNon-Expert 

Process 

Score 

Expert x Process 

Expert x Score 

Process x Score 

Expert x Pmcess x Score 

I 
! I 

(1.34) ! .OX81 . 1.625 I N S  

I I 
(2.34) j 5425 1 10.005' 1 .000$' 

( 1.24) 

(234) 

I 

-0035 1 1278 1 NS 
I 

I ! 

. I I Z I  ! 2.067 1 NS 

N S 

NS 

I ! 
(1.34) 1 .0035 1 1.278 

(734) 1 -0045 1.626 I NS 

( 3 4 )  
I 

-0045 1 t -626 
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vii) 2 ~ 3 x 2  btultiple Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects 

and Pmcess Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Extended Matching Scores on 

a Diarrhea Clinical Presentation 

viii) 2 x 3 ~ 2  bfultiple Analysis of Variance Comparing Espert and Non-Expert Subjects 

and Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Extended Matching Scores on 

a Dysphagio Clinical Presentation 

b 

I DF I bl S I F I P 

Exprffi'Nun-Expen 

Process 

Score 

I 

(1.34) ' 4.610 150.0' ' .0000' 
I 1 

(2J4) -0022 .0706 ' N S 
I I 

I 

( 1.34) 5123 ' 150.0' .0000' --. 

ExpertlNon-Expert 

Process 

Score 

Eltpen x Process 

Expon x Score 

Ex pen u Process 1 (2.24) . O O E  ,0706 NS 

i 
Expen u Score l 1.34) .512j 1 50.0' .OOOO* 

i 
Process u Score I (2.34) .0001 .0706 NS 

I 
I 

1 
Expen K Process u Score 1 (2,241 .0002 , .0706 , N S 

Df i MS I F I P 

I I 
I 

( 1 .3 )  3 \26  1 1.074 / NS 
I 

1234) 1 2.518 1 8.652. 1 .0009' 
I 
i 

(134) i -0029 / .-I567 NS 1 
I I 

(2-34) I 3 1  j .7949 1 NS 
I 
I I i 

(1.34) 1 .a029 i A567 i NS 

. 

I I 
Process x Score I (2.34) i .0007 I .I14 ; N S 

Expert x Process x Score 1 (234) .0007 1 .IIU / NS 
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ix) 33x2  blultiple Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Elimination Scores on a Nausea & 

Vomiting Clinical Presentation 

x) 2x3~2  blultiple Analysis o f  Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Elimination Scores on a Diarrhea 

Clinical Presentation 

ExpenMon-Expert 

Process 

Df M S  1 , F I P 
I I 

i 
(I. 34) I . I681 1 4.900' 1 .0337' 

I I (2.34) 2172 ' 6.330' 1 .0046' 
! 

Score ----- ] ( 1 . 3 )  I -.OOOO .0.0(10 ' I.000 

Expert K Process I (2-24) ,2182 . 6.330' ' ,0046. 

I 
Expert u Score I ( I.j4I .OOOO 0.000 1 1.000 

Proccss x Score i (2.34) -.OOOO 0.000 1 1 .000 
I 

Expert K Process x Score -.OOOO I 0.000 : 1.000 

ExpertNon-Expert 

Process 

Score 

Expert x Process 

D f MS I F 1 P 
I i 

I 
I 

I I 1997 j 5.823' ; -0214' 

(235) / 3 i 3.761. 1 .0335' 
I 

(I241 1 .(I083 1 1.698 I , NS 
! I t 

12.341 1 .I936 1 3.761. / .0335* 
! 

Expert x Score 1 1141)  M)83 i 1.698 NS 

Process x Score 

I I 
i I 

(333) i .OM9 1.097 1 N S  

Expen x Process x score i (234) I .oo49 1 1.097 i I Ns 
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xi) 3 3 x 2  MultipIe Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects and 

Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Elimination Scores on 3 Liver 

Enzyme Clinical Presentation 

xii ) 2x3 .uZ Mul ti plr Analysis of Variance Comparing Expert and Non-Expert Subjects 

and Process Use on Dichotomous and Partial Dichotomous Elimination Scores on a 

Dysphagia Clinical Presentation 

ExpertiNon-Expen 

Process 

Score 

E.xpert u Process 

Df I MS F I P 

(1.34) I .908 1 3.511 , NS 
I 

(2.3) -.OOOO : .U8J i 
N S  

I 

( 1.34) -.UOOO 1.090 ' NS 

(2.3 4) 422 1.637, N S  

C 

ExpertNon-Expert 

Process 

score 

Expert x Process 

Expert x Score 

Process x Score 

Expert .u Process u Score 

Expert u Score 1 ll.34) -.OOOO ,524 N S 
I 

Process u Score 

Df I MS 1 F P 
I 

(1.34) ; .733 4.431 i .@I;* 

(2.34) [ .2JS 1.405 N S 
I 

i -.ooOo I .oo' 1 NS 

I 
( X 4 )  1 -.OOOO -004 I N S  

I 
I I 

(1.34) 1 -.OOOO 1 Wt ! NS 

(224) -.OOOO .O 16 N S I 

i Expert u Proccss u Score , (1.34) -.0000 1 302 N S 

-906 
I 

NS 
I 

1.517 1 NS 

I 
(234) -.OOOO 

I 
I 

(2.34) j -.OOOO 



4) Statistical Details Related to Research Question tf2 

-la) Details of ANOVA calculation, tbr Tabfes 6a and 6b 

i) Table 6a: MAIN EFFECT: QUESTION FORMAT (score 3 - non-expert) avenged 
over clinical presentation 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Squm F p-level 

Effect -070703 - 7 -035352 1.7033 18 -195686 
Error .788672 38 .070755 

ii) Table 6b: MAIN EFFECT: QUESTION F O k i A T  (score 3 - expert) averaged over 
clinical presentation 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square 

EtTect -008565 Z -004282 
Error .-I37905 38 .Oil524 

F p-level 
371614 692099 

Jb) Details of ANOVA calculation for Tables 7a and 7b 

Table 2a: MAIN EFFECT: CASE (score 3 - non-cxpen) avenged over question tbtmat 

Sum of Mem 
Squares df Square F p-level 

Et'fect -736372 3 -245357 6.558042 .000692 
Error 2.133420 57 .037428 

Schett'e test: variable Var.1 (score 3 - non-expert) 

Probabilities for Post Hoc Tests 
MAIN EFFECT: CASE 



I = liver enzymes. 2= nausea and vomiting. 3= diarrhea 4= dysphagia 

Table 7b: ;L!AIN EFFECT: CASE (score 3 -expert) averaged over question format 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square F p-level 

EtTect .O I9705 3 .006568 .36204 1 .780633 

Error 1.034 1 15 57 .018142 

4,) Details of3xl reueated measures - auestion format analvsis for each clinical 
presentation for Tables 8a (non-exoert) and 8b lexuert) 

i) Table 8a 

1. EIevated Liver Enzyme 

btXIN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 - non-expert ) 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square F p-level 

EtTect .602083 2 -30 1042 3 -59 1566 .029006 
Error 2.939583 38 077357 

SchetTe test; variable Var. I (score 3 - non-expert) 
Probabilities for Post Hoc Tests 
MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT l=Multiple Choice 

: 1 t I? 1 
1 - I (3 2=Extended Matching 

.j 125000 .5 125000 .3000000 3=Elimination 
l : I :  1 .OOOOOO .066 198 
2 f 9,: 1.000000 .066 198 
3 i3; -066198 .066 198 

2. Nausea & Vomiting 

MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 - non-expert) 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square 

Etkct 1.589583 2 -944792 
F p-level 
5.139576 -0 10579 



Error 6.9854 1 7 38 .I83827 

SchetTe test: variabIe Var. I (score 3 - non-expert) 
Probabilities for Post Hoc Tests 
MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT 

f 1 l (21 r;t 
I I 

.JOOOOOO .8 125000 -7250000 
I ; I )  .015891. .068878 
2 (21 .015891' .8 1 2927 
3 f31 .068878 .8 12927 

I =Multiple Choice 
2=Extended Matching 
3=Elimination 

3. Diarrhea 

MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 - non-expert) 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square F p-level 

E tkct 1 -725000 7 - -6 12500 7.487936 .001813 
Error 3.108233 38 .081798 

SchetTe test: variable Var. I (score 3 - non-expert) 
Probabilities for Post Hoc Tests 
MAIN EFFECT: FOhilAT 

I11 t 7 1  
4 - I  (1 i I =Multiple Choice 

.273'0000 .3150000 .6000000 2=Extended Matching 
I ; I ;  -8588 13 .003856' 3=Eiimination 
2 f3 ;  .S58813 .01j961' 
3 (3; .003856' .015961° 

4. Dysphayia 

MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 - non-expert) 

Sum of Mean 
S y uares df Squue 

EtTect -158333 2 .079 167 
Error 1.71 6667 38 .045175 

F p-level 
t -752427 -187072 



ii) Table 8b: 

I .  Elevated Liver Enzyme 

MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 - expert) 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square 

Effect .I27083 2 .063 542 
Error 1.956250 38 .051480 

7 . Nausea & Vomiting 

MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 - expert) 

Sum ot' Mean 
Squares df Square 

EtTect .(I64583 2 .032292 
Error 3.602083 38 -094792 

3 . Diarrhea. 

M..\IN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 -expert) 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square 

EtTect 268750 2 .I34375 
Error 2.564583 38 .067489 

MAIN EFFECT: FORMAT (score 3 - expert) 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square 

Effect -077083 2 -038542 
Error -9229 1 7 38 .034287 

F p-level 
1.234392 .302-U5 

F p-level 
.340659 .7 1345 1 

F p-level 
1.99 1064 . I50544 

F p-level 
1.586908 .2 178 15 




